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Sc  by  Product I.  GENERAL  TRENDS  AND  POLICY  DEVELOPMENTS 
1.  In  1986  the  basic  legal  framework  for  the  operation  of  the  Conmunity 
food  aid  programme  continued  to  be  provided  by  council  Regulation  no. 
3331/82  ( 1).  Article  2  of  this  regulation  laid  down  three  particular 
objectives  for  food  aid,  namely: 
2. 
- to raise nutritional standards 
to help in emergencies 
- to contribute  to~ards the  balanced  economic  and  social development  of 
recipient countries. 
Whereas  in  1984  and  1985  the  salient feature  of  Community  food  aid  had 
been  the  emergency  actions  taken  to  assist  those  affected  by  the 
drought  in  Africa,  in  1986  it  was  possible  to  focus  more  upon 
programming  aid  with  a  view  to enhancing  its.contribution to  economic 
development.  In  this  respect  particular  attention  was  paid  to 
beneficiary  countries'  food  strategies  and  sectoral  development 
policies  and  the  role  which  Conmuni ty  food  aid  might  play  in  their 
implementation  through  multiannual  programming  and  the  use  of 
counterpart  funds  generated by  the sale of  food  aid. 
Several  substitution  actions,  the  replacement  of  food  aid  by  an 
equivalent  financial  contribution,  were  taken  in  1986  to  enable  the 
development  impact  of  food  aid  to  be  maintained  in  cases  where 
commodities  themselves  were  not  required.  The  increased  use  of 
trianqular  operations,  the  purchase  of  commodities  in  one  developinCJ 
country  for  delivery  in another,  helped  to broaden  the  contribution of 
food  aid  to economic  development  by stimulating intra-regional trade. 
(1). O.J/ L352  of  14.12.1982 
• w 
I 
• 
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II• TRB  1986  FOOD  AID  PROGRAMME. 
A.  F('!)D  AID  P..!GUL.l\.TIONS. 
3.  The  1986  food  aid progranne  was  the  last  for  which  the  legal  base  was 
Council  Regulation  3331/82.  Already  in  1985  this  legal  fr-eworJc  waa 
under  revlm.,  in  a  spacial  workinq  qroup  within  the  Coaaiaaion  and 
indeed  also  in  the  other  Community I institutions.  These  deliberations 
culminated at the end of  1986  in the adoption by the Council of Regula-
tion no.  3972/86,  establishing a  new  fraaeworJc  for the eo ..  unity'• food 
aid  policy  and  management.  The  principal  purposes  of  this  reform  were 
to establish  £ood  ald  policy as  a  policy in its own  right,  independent 
of  the  Co~non Agricultural  Policy,  and  to avoid  difficulties which  had 
arisen  in  the  past  as  a  result of  the  division  of  responsibility·for 
food  aid  policy  and  operations  between  Community  inatitutio~s  and  the 
Member  States•  intervention boards.  The  most  important changes  incorpo-
rated in the  new  regulation were  the following: 
(a). The  conn9ct!on  bett4een  food  aid  policy  and  the  Colllllon  Agricultural 
Policy through Article 4l  of  the  treaty of  Rome  has  been  dropped  fro. 
the  new  fr3mework  requlation;  the  latter  indeed  emphasized  the 
development  role of  food  aid  by  adding  to  the  list of  objectives  the 
promotion  of  food .security and  the supporting of recipient countriea• 
efforts to  improve their own  food  production. 
(b). The  circumstances  under  which  aid  can  be  mobilized  from  outside  the 
Community  have  been enlarged on condition that these triangular opera-
tions  should  in  aggregate  remain  compatible  with  the  principle  that 
aid  be mobilised on the Comaunity market. 
(c). Specific reference is now  made  to the possibility of -.king •ulti-an-
nual allocations,  subject to budget  availability,  to •upport develop-
•ent projects. spread over a  number  of yeara. - 3  -
(d).  Whilst  the  proc~"urest  for  ematgency  action  remain  unchanged,  such 
action  can  n~~ he  taken  not  only  in  cases  where  a  country as  a  whole 
faces  unf0r~een diffiaulties  but  also  in  cases  where  such  difficul-
ties  are  f~•d by  refQ9ees  or  other vulnerable  sectors  of  the popula-
tion.  Mo-recw&r  the malCimum  period for  which  emergency aid  can be allo-
cated has  be~n extend~d from  three months  to four  months. 
(e).  It is  no~·r  the· Cottttnission  rather than  the Council which  decides  annual-
ly both the maximum  quantities available for  each product on  the basis 
of  the  credics  written  into  the  budget  and  also the list of  products 
eligible for  usa  as  food  aid. 
Together  wi~h this  reform  of  the  basic  policy there  was  also  a  need  to 
improve  the  proce4ures  for  mobilisat-ion  (purchase,  transport  and  deli-
very)  of  food  aid.  This  led  to  the drafting of proposals  by the Commis-
sion  in  1986  and  the  subsequent  adoption  of  a  new  mobilisation regula-
tion  in  1987  (1).  Under  previous  arrangements  mobilisation  of  food  aid 
was  the  responsibility  of  Member  States 
1  intervention  boards.  ~ 
·'Gt  .. ~ .. i~Cta  f  1 !:!- a  .... +s,  au;.:=-' 
1  •sd ~he  regulation  as  adopted  in  July 
1987,  provided  that  this  responsibility  should  pass  to  the  Commission 
'llhich,  in  addition  to  the  purchasing  and  transport  of  food  aid  would 
introduce  a  control  system  through  the  use  of  monitoring  agencies,  and 
would  therefore  be  able  to  follow  food  aid  mobilisation  from  start to 
finish. 
B.  BUDGET,  VALUE ,t  %/ANTITI~S 
4.  The  overall  bu~get for  food  aid commitments  (Chapter  92)  in  1986  amoun-
ted to 693.6  MECU  compared  with  635.6  MECU  in  1985.  A substantial part 
of these credits,  136.4  HE':CU,  were  used  to cover  commitments  made  under 
the  1994.  afiQ  1985  programmes,  that  is  to  say  to  cover  the  so-called 
"weight of  the pas-t".  (see  tables  1a,  1b,  1c,  1d) 
(1)  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2200/87,  0.J.  L204  of  25.7.87. • 
VIII/1274/88 - Or.  EN 
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Of  the  remaining credit$ a  total of  411.9  MECU  had  been  committed  under 
the  1986  programme  by  Uha  end  of  1986.  Because  credits  for  food  aid 
products,  to  had  been  transformed  from 
non-differentiated  credits  to  diff-erentiated  credits  as  from  the  1986 
budget;  it was  thereor~ possible to carry forward  to  1987  the  remaining 
un~o:·.:mitt·3d  cr~Jit.;,  n.J.m~ly  145,3  H.ECU.  Although  the  Community  budget 
wae  not  ~rioptef1  111'\t: i l  t1'UlY  ·f9nt\  AMt~  t t:  W-4~  ~h~l."r.tlot'•  naeauua•rv  ~t:t 
operate  on  the  bas-i~  ot  ''provision!  twelfths"  of  the  budget  for  the 
first  half  of  1986,  n•ver~heless  this  delay  did  not  substantially 
affect the  implementation of the  1986  aid  programme. 
s.  Several  new  elements  wer~ introduced  into the budget  in  1986.  Following 
the  op~~2ttonal  experiences  ot  the  1984/5  African  famines,  the 
budgetary  authorities  created  a  r\e\4·  article,  Article  928,  with  a  view 
to  constituting an  "Exceptional  Reserve".  The  credits  for  this article 
(5,01  HECU}  Here  written into Chapter  100  of the budget.  However it was 
in fact possible  tG finance  the operation of this article,  used to meet 
large  and  exceptional  needs  in  Ethiopia  and  Mozambique,  from  credits 
available within  Chapter  92.  A second  important  element  introduced  into 
the  1986  budget  was  the  provision  of  10  MECU  of  both  commitment  and 
payment  credits  for  Ar~icle  929,  this  being  for  the  financing  of 
substitution  actions.  These  credlts  were  all  committed  by  the  end  of 
1986.  The  third  innovation  made  in  the  budget  for  food  aid  was  the 
creation of  Article  951- ..  This  was  ~ndowed  with  5.5  MECU  of  commitment 
credits  to  be  used  f~r  the  dO-financing,  by  the  Commission,  of 
foodstuffs  purchases  made  by  NGOS  in  order  to  provide  food  aid  in 
emergencies. 
6.  The  quanti ties  a'railable  for  the  1986  food  aid  programme  to~ere  set  by 
the  annual  implementing  regulation  ( 1 ) •  Those  set  for  cereals  and 
"other products"  remained  the  same  as  in  1985  (table 1b).  For all other 
foodstuffs  the quantities were  reduced:  there was  14%  less  skimmed  milk 
powder  (SMP),  5%  less  bu~teroil  (SO),  6%  less  vegetable  oil  (VO)  and 
65%  less  sugar.  Of  these  reductiGns  the  potentially most  problematic 
was  that of  SHP • 
(1).  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  232/96,  o.J. L29  of  27.1.86  • 
.. - s -
However  it turned  out  in  fa~t that the  substantial quantities of dairy 
prouucts  originally  programmed  for  Operation  Flood  in  India  were  not 
requiredi  these  quantities  could  therefore  be  allocated to other  bene-
ficiaries. 
• • 
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III.  Il·1PLEf1ENTATION  OF  THE  1986  FOOD  AID  PROGRAMME 
A.  FOOD  AID  COf.U·liTTEE 
As  in previous  years  the bulk of  the  food aid was  allocated in the  fo~ 
of  "normal"  aid  and  therefore  decided  by  the  Commission  after  the 
·  opinion of  the  Food Aid Committee. 
The  Food  Aid  Committee  met  six  times  between  January  and  December  1986 
and  approved  a  total of  66  allocations. 
Three proposals  were  given  a  favourable  opinion by the Committee  by way 
of  a  written procedure  (Ethiopia,  Mozambique  and  Uganda). 
Four  substitution  actions  were  proposed  to  the  food  aid  Committee  and 
received  a  favourable  opinion  :  HaYti,  Mali,  Zambia,  Burkina  Faso  • 1  -
B.  DIRECT  F00D  AID 
7.  Normal  direct  food  aid  in  1986  amounted  to  740.000  tonnes  of  cereals 
(in terms  of  wheat  equivalent),  22.000  tonnes  of  SMP,  7.000  tonnes  of 
BO,  4.700  tonnes  of  vo,  100  tonnes  of  sugar  and  10.700  tonnes  of beans 
(see  tables  2a  and  2b}.  nn  the basis of  the  indicative prices retained 
for  budgetary  purposes,  these quantities  corresponded  to  the  following 
values:  113,47  t1ECU  for  cereals,  21,37  MECU  for  SMP1  14,87  MECU  for  BO; 
5,17  f{ECU  for  VO;  0,03  MECU  for  sugar1  8,56  MECU  for  beans. 
The  relative  importance  of  direct  food  aid  in  relation  to  total  food 
aid varies  according to product.  Thus  direct aid in the  form of cereals 
accounted  for  64%  of  the  overall  cereals  progranune  whereas  for  other 
products  the  share  of  direct  aid  in  total- aid  was  substantially lower 
( 23~  of  srvtP,  261  of  BO,  55%  of  vo,  3%  of  sugar).  This  reflects  the 
important  characteristic  of  cereals  as  an  economic  (balance  of  pay-
ments)  aid  to  countries  with  structural  food  deficits  whereas  other 
products  are  used  to  a  greater  extent  in  the  context  of  targetted 
nutritional  programmes,  these  lending  themselves  particularly  to 
support  through  indirect aid  via NG0s  or international organizations. 
(a.)  Categories of Beneficiaries 
a.  Direct  food  aid  allocated  in  1986  can  be  divided  into three categories 
according  to  the  principal  reason  giving  rise  to  the  allocation, 
namely,  those  allocations  intended  to  cover  structural  defic:i ts,  and 
those  intended  to  meet  temporary shortfalls resulting either from  natu-
ral disasters or  from  c:onflic:t. 
.. .. 
.  - 8-
Food aid to countries with  a  structural food deficit 
9.  Many  countries  do  not  produce  sufficient  foodstuffs  to  cover  their 
internal  consumption  requirements  even  when  production  yields  are 
"normal".  These  countries  may  be  said  to  have  structural  food  defi-
cits.  Of  those  in  receipt  of  Community  food  aid in the  form  of  cereals 
the  two  most  important  beneficiary countries  ~re Egypt  and  Bangladesh. 
Rapid  population  growth,  increasing  urbanisation  and  severely  limited 
availability  of  agricultural  land  have  conspired  to  reduce  Egypt's 
self-sufficiency in  agricultural  products  to  a  point at which  some  60% 
of  food  requirements  are  imported.  Egypt  received  a  total  of  170.000 
tonnes  of  wheat  as  direct  aid  in  1986.  In  Bangladesh it is principally 
population  growth  1,..;hich  has  led  to  heavy  dependency  upon . imports  to 
meet  domestic. needs.  In  1986  the  Community  made  direct aid allocations 
of  152.000  tonnes  of  wheat  to Bangladesh. 
Other  countries  in  receipt  of  cereals  food  aid  from  the  Conmuni ty  in 
order  to  help  bridge  a  structural  deficit ·included  Sri  Lanka,  Ghana, 
Sierra  Leone,  Guinea Conakry,  Djibouti and the Comores. 
Despite  increased  rice  production  Sri  Lanka  is  not  self-sufficient  in 
cereals;  it received  an  allocation  of  40.000  tonnes  of  wheat.  Similar 
circumstances  in  Ghana  were  the  basis  for  a  Community  allocation  of 
10.000  T  of  cereals  equivalent  in  the  form  of  rice.  Sierra  Leone 
received 6.000  T  of  cereals  in  the  form  of  rice  in order to contribute 
to  meeting  a  substantial  shortfall  in  supply  at  a  time  when  economic 
reform  imposed  tight  restrictions  on  consumption  and  import 
expenditure.  The  lack of  foreign  exchange  reserves available to finance 
imports  was  also an  important factor  justifying the allocations made  in 
respect of Guinea  Conakry  (6.000  T  wheat),  Djibouti  (4.000  T  wheat)  and 
the  Comores  (2.000  T  cereals,  half maize,  half rice) • - 9  -
10.  Improved  growing  ~onditions  dramati~ally  redu~ed  the  need  for  food 
aid  in  the  Sahel.  Only  Mauritania  and  Cape  Verde, ·which  eontinued 
to  suffer  the  effects  of  drought  and  which  remain  in  stru~tural 
defecit  even  in  climatically  favourable  years,  re~eived  ~ereals 
food  aid  in  1986  (12.000  T  and  9.000  T  respe~tively),  whereas  a 
total  of  105.000  T  of  ~ereals  were  allo~ated  as  direct  aid  to 
Sahelian  countries  in  1985.  Similarly  the  overall  1996  allocations 
of  dairy  products  to  the  Sahel  were  half  those  of  1985.  The  9.000 
T  of  ·11hite  maize  and  2.000  T  of  beans  allocated  to  Cape  Verde  were 
part  of  a  3  year  multi-annual  agreement  and  were  pur~hased  in 
"triangular  operations"  from  Zimbabwe  and  Seneqal.  The  12.000  T  of 
cereals  pro1rided  to  Mauritania,  which  had  only  20%  of  its 
consumption  needs  met  by  domestic  production,  were  used  in  rural 
areas  in  order  to  limit  the  migration  of  drought  victims  into 
Nouakchott. 
Food  Aid  to countries  experiencinq shorfalls  due  to drouqht/natural 
disasters. 
11.  The  overall scale of operations  undertaken  by  the  Community  to assist 
in  eases  of  drought  or  of  other  natural  disasters  was  substantially 
smaller in  1986  than  in  1985  as  a  result of  the improved situation in 
the  Sahel.  Nevertheless  it remained  necessary  to maintain  support  for 
the  Horn  of  Africa,  in  particular  Ethiopia  and  the  Sudan,  at levels 
similar  to  those  of  1985.  Ethiopia  received  a  total  of  100.000  T  of 
cereals  as  direct  food  aid  of  which  60.000  T  were  drawn  from  the 
"Exceptional  Reserve",  budget  line  929.  The  greater  part  of  this 
allocation,  toqether  with  1600  T  SMP,  1000  T  BO  and  300  T  vo,  were 
provided  for  free  distribution  by  the  Government  Relief  and 
Rehabilitation  Commission  (RRC).  Although  there  was  a  record  sorghum 
harvest in  the  Sudan,  3,6  million  T,  there  were  nonetheless  parts  of 
the  country,  especially in the  South,  affected by drought.  A total of 
20.000  T  of  cereals  were  initially allocated  as  direct aid  and,  when 
it became  appa~ent  that  overall  needs  were  met,  this  allocation  was 
transformed  into  a  substitution  operation  to  cover  the  cost  of 
additional fertilizer imports. • 
- 10  -
12.  Other countries in receipt of direct food  aid to combat  the effects of 
natural  disasters  were  Guinea  Bissau,  Lesotho,  Nepal  and !!!!· Guinea 
Bis3au  received  3.  000  T  of  broken  rice  ( 6.  000  T  cereals  equivalent) 
following  significant  harvest  failures  in  the  North,  due  to  locusts, 
and  in  the  South-East  where  flooding  resulted  in  the  loss  of  paddy 
harvest.  In  Lesotho  the overall harvest was  lower  than in  1985  because 
of  the  effects  of  drought  in  the  lowland  regions  and  frost  in  the 
highlands;  the cereals  allocation made  available  by  the  Community  was 
consequently  increased  to  9.000  T  of  cereals,  having  been  3.000  T  in 
1985.  Nepal,  having  had  small  exportable  surpluses  in  the  early 
1980's,  was  affected  by  drought  in  1986.  10.000  T  of white  maize  were 
allocated  as  normal  food  aid  and  a  further  s.  000  T  (cereals  equi-
valent)  of rice were  provided as  emergency aid. 
In  Peru  there  was  serious  floodinq  around  Lake  TitiC'!aC'!a  following 
torrential rains  in February  1986.  This  aggravated  further  the  econo-
mic diffie'!ulties of the C'!ountry  and  made  the.overall food  supply situ-
ation  yet  more  pree'!arious.  An  alloe'!ation  of  6.000  T  C'!ereals  ( durum 
wheat)  was  consequently  made  in  favour  of  Peru,  1.  600  T  of  SMP  for 
freP.  distribution (together with  200  T  90)  were  also allocated. 
Food  aid to countries experiene'!inq shortfalls due  to c:onflict 
13.  Angola,  Mozambique  and  the  Lebanon  all had  substantial  food  shortages 
due principally to internal C'!onflic:t.  Erratic supplies of food  and  the 
continued  concentration of conflict in  the c:ereals-producinq  areas  of 
Angola  led the  FAn  to c:ataqorize the  Angolan  food  situation as  •c:riti-
c:al".  Internal  transport  and  distribution  remained  extremely  diffi-
cult.  The  Community  allocated  a  total of  18.000  T  of cereals equiva-
lent of  whi~h  10.000  T  were  white maize  purchased  in  Zimbabwe  and  the 
remaining  8.000  T  were  wheat  flour  and  rice.  In  Mozambique  the  level 
of  cereals  production  in  1985  was  little changed  froa  that  of  19841 
the  effects  of  a  better  qrowinq  season  were  counteracted  by security 
problems  and  a  shortage  of  seeds.  The  resul  tinq  overall  food  aid 
needs,  after  takinq  stoc:ks  and  commercial  tmports  into  account,  were 
estimated  at  425.000  T  of  c:ereals.  The  Commission  allocated  so.ooo  T 
of  cereals  in  April  1986  and  a  further  40.000  T  from  the exceptional 
reserve  later  in  the  year.  Clf  these  quantities  28.000  'r  were  white 
maize purchased in Zimbabwe,  22.000  T  were provided as rice (viz  7.423 
T  rice)  and  the remaining 40.000  T  were wheat. - 11  -
(b)  Utilisation of Direct Food  Aid 
14.  Food  aid  can  be  either sold  on  1~41 m$r~t•  ~n beneficiary countries 
or  used  for  free  distribution  t().  pa~.ti.C!1Jlar ·sections  of  the  popula-
tion.  The  need  to  avoid  deleterious  e.ffe«ts  on  local  markets  and 
production  makes  it  most  i.mport:aftt  .. that  &AY  free  distribution  be 
targetted  upon  those  who  would  ne,t  oth4J~t,o~L••  P~·.OCiure  supplies  through 
commercial  channels.  Similarly  f:ood  atd  . for  sa,le  must  be  sold  at 
prevailing  local  market  pri~e9  1ft  ~~d.~  not  to  undercut  local 
production.  Food  aid  granted  f~r  f~..  ~Ls~ribution  falls  into 
essentially  two  different  cate9o~i~e. · 'I:l\.~  fust is  food  aid  used  to 
support  and  improve  the  diet  of  pllf:e·ioulv  .,ula.~able  groups  such  as 
children,  pregnant  women  and  refUt<J~es,  ;the  ••eoll.,  is  food  aid  used  in 
Food  for  ~'lork  projects  wher_e  it l$ qLveQ·  ~· exchange  for  labour.  Food 
aid  for  sale  is  usually  chann:el:k·<t . tr.ilt'OU~  •~ 90vernment  ministry  or 
produce  board.  The  receipts  fr.o~.- ealeJ  a~e uaed  for  the  constitution 
of  counterpart  funds  which  ar~  4l.~<'f~t.e4'~ 4-.vel.opment  projects.  For 
the  most  part  these  projects  ai.lft  to  g.•omo._,  ·r~al development  and  in 
many  cases  food  aid  counterpart  fun.c3$  a.t• .  ,\tse<l  to  provide  the  local 
curren~y element  required  in  Ei>F  ·fift4nC'!ed  ffCj~-i:s. 
Free distribution and  food  foJ:  \110~k 
15.  Under  the  1986  normal  direct  at4· ptegr~·  a  total  of  132.000  T  of 
cereals,  6. 300  T  of  SMP,  1 • 500  'f ot 8t',  1.  30ft  T  of  VO · and  1. 200  T  of 
beans  were  allocated  for  free  d!.$.tri9uti&A  aftd  food  for  work  pro-
grammes.  Ethiopia  remained  the  OOUhtiY·wt'h  .~e Jargest programmes  of 
this  type.  A  total  of  100 .ooo  tonae.s  of ....  eels  (of  which  60.000  T 
were  from  the  exceptional  re$er~e),  1.600  t  SMP,  1.000  T  BO  and  300  T 
of  vegetable  oil  were  disitribl.l~ed  Jr'li'- the  Government's  Relief  and 
Rehabilitation  Commission  (RRC). :.t.o  Q;f.OtJ.gh\  v;Lc:tims  and  to  food  for 
work  programmes,  the  latter being opex•t.4  t~ liaison with  ~he Minis-
try  of  Agriculture  and  local  peatf.At··. ·asSQCiat;.ions.  Altogether  there 
were  11  countries where direct foqd  aid  ~~.9raa~ed for free distribu-
tion/food  for  work,  these  being  !.~hiopia,  D_an2ladesh,  Pakistan,  Dji-
bouti,  Sierra Leone,  the  Comore•,  Jam~!~~,  !211v~4,  Ecuador,  Peru  and 
Honduras. 
.. - 12  -
sale 
16.  The  remainder of  the  CommWtity's  direct food  aid  programme  was  alloca-
'  ted  for  sale  on  local  markets.  Such  operations  can  take  a  number  of 
different  forms  depending  upon  the product  supplied,  the distribution 
channels  used,  the  nature  of  the  purchaser(s)  and  the  economic  poli-
cies  and  food  strategies  pursued  by the  beneficiary country.  However, 
common  to all actions  is the  generation of counterpart  funds  (CFP). 
(c)  Counterpart  funds 
17.  Counterpart  funds  are  the  local  currency  resource  resulting  from  the 
sale  of  food  aid  in  a  beneficiary country.  Receipts  from  the sale are 
paid  into  a  local  bank  account  for  use  for  the  f~nanclng or  co-finan-
cing  of  development  projects.  Such  projects  are  either  designated  in 
advance,  as  in  the  case  of  multi-annual  programmes,  or  agreed  in 
respect  of  each  allocation  by  common  consent  between  the  beneficiary 
country  and  the  Community.  In  this  way  it is  possible  to  enhance  the 
development  impact  of  Community  food  aid  and  indeed  to  integrate  it 
with  the  Cormnunity' s  other  de  .. relopment  projects  and  programmes.  The 
conditions  governing  the  establishment,  management  and  use  of 
counterpart  funds  are  specified  in  the  food  aid  contracts  betweeri  the 
community  and  beneficiary countries. 
cereals market development projects 
18.  In  1986  most  cases  where  CPF  were  integrated  into  c:-:ereals  market 
programmes  were  cases  where  the  funds  were  made  available  directly 
through "substitution" actions;  these will be dealt with under  a  sepa-
rate heading  belo~;or.  Ho~..reyer  in Hauritania CPF  from  food  aid  sales  were 
used  to  support  the  Food  Security  Commissariat  (CSA)  by  meeting part 
of  its  operating  c:osts.  Indeed  this  support  was  provided  through  a 
c:ommon  CPF  established  by  all  the  various  donors  - EEC,  WFP,  USAID, 
Franc:e,  F.R.  Germany  and  Spain.  Following  c:ereals  market  iiberalisa-
tion  measures  in  Madagascar,  EEC  CPF  were  use.d  to  promote  wheat· 
production in the  West  of  the  Country  and  to  finance  a  rice seeds  and 
·sowing centre  in Central Madagascar. - 13  -
Food  Production Projects 
19.  In  a  number  of  con  tries  CPF  were  used  in  the  financing  of  projects, 
many  of  them  Lome  Convention  or  Article  930  projects,  aimed  at promo-
ting  local  agricultural  production.  In  Cape  Verde  CPF  were  used  to 
finance  labour-intensive  rural  projects  in  areas  such  as  road  and 
tra~k b~il~ing,  aEfor~station and  soil conservation. 
Following  a  re-organisation  of  the  management  and  operation  of  CPF  in 
Egypt,  the  CPr:'  from  the  1986  food  aid  programme  were  allocated  to 
finance  projects  aimed  at  promoting  the  production  of  edible  oils, 
products  of  ~hich Egypt  is  a  substantial net importer. 
In  Ghana  CPF  contributed  to  local  costs  of  irrigation,  livestock 
improvement  and  palm oil plantation projec:ts.  In  1986  the  administra-
tion  of·~~F in  Guinea  Conakry  w~s  reorganized  and  the  resulting  joint 
committee  allocated  CFP  to,  inter  alia,  an  EDF  funded  rural 
integration  development  project.  In  the  Sudan  food  aid  is  managed 
through  the  FANA  (Food  Aid  National  Administration)  and  the  CPF  in 
1986  were  used  to  support  seed  purchase  and  disitribution  programmea, 
a  forestry  programme  in  Kardofan  and  a  variety  of  rural 
mic:roproj ec:ts.  Lome  Convention  projects  in  similar  areas  of  activity 
(irrigation,  afforestation,  soil  conservation,  livestock  improvement, 
agricultu~al  training,  road  building,  crop  production,  etc.}  were 
financed  from  CPF  in  Guinea  Bissau,  Sierra Leona,  Sao  Tome,  Djibouti, 
Tanzania,  the Comores,  Angola  and  Lesotho. 
In Nicaragua,  Peru,  Bangladesh,  Nepal  and  Sri Lanka  CPF  were also used 
to  finance  local  costs  of  a  number  of  EEC  projects  funded  under 
Article  930  of  the  Corn.."nunity  Budget.  In  the  ~ase of  Sri Lanka  Commu-
nity food  aid  CPF  continued  to  be  used  in  1986  to support the Mahaweli 
elanga  aeham:a,  a  mul c1a ilfillUal  §f.lHmt€!  a~§1gnad  t!<J  btin~  90 • 000  h&. e£ 
la.nd  lnto  a-;;ricul tnral  p:-oduction.  Hhereas  the  linki:1g  of  food  aid 
needs  over  a  number  of  years  with  multi-annual  development  projects 
and  strategies  was  only  possible  on  an  informal  basis  prior  to  the 
reform  of  December  1986,  the  scope  for  such  integration  between  food 
aid  policy  and  development/ sectoral  reform  policies  is  now  conside-
rably enlarged. - 14  -
Other  uses of Counterpart Funds 
20.  CPF  were  also used  in a  variety of other  ways  in  1986.  Part of the  CPF 
in  _Djibouti  were  used  to  support  a  Health  Programme- in  favour  of 
drought  victims.  In  Angola  a  transit centre  for  displaced  people  see-
king refuge  from  the  internal conflict was  financed.  CPF  in Madagascar 
~..;ere  uaad  to  finance/  c:o-£inanc2  the  reparation  of  damage  caused  by 
cyclones.  In Bangladesh part  of  the  costs  of  Food  for  Work  (FFW)  pro-
jects using  EC  wheat  as  met  from  CPF. 
(d)  Alternative Operations 
21.  Following  the  adoption  in  June  1984  of  Council  Regulation  No.  1755/84 
on  "the  i..mplernentaton  of  al  ternati,,e  operations",  it  became  possible 
for  the  Commission  to  aecide  to  provide  a  financial  contribution  as  a 
substitute for all or part of  the  food  aid allocation to  be  granted  in 
respect  of  a  particular  country.  The  principal purpose  of  alternative 
operations  (also  known  as  "substitutions")  is  to  continue  to  support 
the  pursuit  of  food  security  in  those  low-income  countries  which, 
'llhilst  remaining  essentially  in  structural  food-deficit,  find  them-
selves  temp::>rarily  in  surplus  when  account  is  taken  of  food  produc-
tion,  consumption,  stocks  and  aid  granted  by  other  donors.  Substitu-
tions  ca~ contribute  to  ti1e  promotion  of  food  security in a  variety of 
ways  by  financing  actions  such  as  the provision of  agricultural inputs 
(e.g.  fertilisers),  rural  credit,  storage  projects,  investment  in 
22. 
infrastructure  (marketing,  transport,  distribution 
production projects  and  research  and  training. 
Irnpro'Ted  harvests  in  the  Sahel  led  to  substitution 
decided  in  favour  of  the  Niger  (15.000  T  Dec:.  85)  1 
Dec.  as>,  Buck.iua  Faso  (10.000  ·r  Feb.  a&>  and  Mali 
channels),  food 
actions  being 
Chad  (15.000  T 
(15.000  T  July 
86).  Two  further  substitutions,  for  Zambia  (10.000  T)  and  Haiti 
(6.000  T),  Nere  decided  in  December  1986  and  attributed  to  the  1986 
programmes.  A  total of  10,56  MECU  were  granted  through these  actions, 
the  small  excess,  over  and  above  the  10,0  MECU  available  in  budget 
line  929  in  1986,  being  financed  from  the  ~987 budget.  The  actions in 
the  Sahel  all  went  to  support  the  respective  cereals  boards  and/or 
their  reform.  In  the  cases  of  Zambia  and  Haiti  the  actions  were  used 
to  fund  respectively  fertiliser  imports  and  the  improvement  of  the 
rural road  network. - 15  -
IV  - EC  NORMAL  INDIRECT  FOOD  AID 
A.  t!OfJ  GOVERNMENTAL  ORGANISATIONS 
23.  Introduction 
There  were  three  a  priori  c~iteria  ~  noh~gdVe~hmental 
organlzgtion  <NGO>  needed  to  satisfy before it could  b~  ~1loc~t~d 
EC  food  aid: 
(1)  Under  normal  conditions,  NGO  headquarters had  to be  located 
in  on~ of  the  Member  States; 
(2)  The  NGO  had  to possess  a  statute of  the  type  suitable  to 
such an  organization,  e.g.,  non-profit making; 
(3)  It had  to prove previous successful  food  aid distribution in 
developing countries. 
Food  aid was  allocated  in products which  formed  part  of 
the  traditlonal  basic diet of  the  recipients and  to  countries 
with  a  deficit  in  that product.  However,  on  occasion allocations 
were  made  in order  to  establish "cereal  banks",  whereby  cereals 
were  purchased  in  a  surplus area  and  sold  in  a  deficit  area 
within  the  same  country,  the  counterpart  funds  then financing  the 
next operation. 
24.  Allocation 
I2.t..2l  guanti ties  allocated urtder  the  1986 programme·  to 
NGO  projects,  their value  and  the estimated cost of delivery free 
at destination were:  csee  also Tables  3a  and  3b  annexed). .. 
.,  ... 
Qn3ntitv 
( tl 
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Normal  Value 
('000  ECU) 
_______  ..J.....___.- ··--···---·--- -·--·----
Cet-e9ls 
StiP 
Butteroil 
Veg.  Oil 
1
1  Sugar 
Beans 
Dried Fish  L  Othet' Pt'oducts; 
85,.470 
32'  11 0 
1 t  350 
500 
1 ,000 
1 '775 
425 
13,815 
33,953 
2,881 
550 
307 
1,420 
638 
100 
Total ~ 
( '000 ECU) 
26,415 
43,265 
3,313 
655 
497 
1 '740 
774 
123 
I  .  I 
I  i  '  : 
I  .  .  i  53,664  76,792 
I  '  I  . 
~~==============~==============~====================~=============== 
These quantities were distributed via  37  NGOs  to needy  population 
groups  in  64  countries,  and  accounted for  about  33%  of total  1986 
SMP  allocations,  25~ of  total  sugar allocations and  under  10~ of 
cereals,  butteroil,  vegetable oil and other products allocations. 
25,  As  c0mpared  with  the  1985  allocations,  cereals quantities 
for  NGOs  were  80~ greater and  SNP  40~ greater,  partly thanks to 
the  lessening of  the  African  crisis,  which  allowed  additional 
allocations  to  the  NGO  reserve during  1986  <20,000t cereals  and 
11,110t SHP>,  and  partly because world cereals prices had fallen. 
Although  butteroil quantities had  increased  in  1985,  vegetable 
oil  quantities had fallen,  leading  to  a  slight drop  in  overall 
NGO  edible oil quantities of 6'-.  Sugar quantities also fell by 
254,  with  the  drop  in quantities due  to  the need to  use  1996 
credits  to  cover  previous years'  pcogrammes  ("weight  of  the 
past").  Similarly,  the  beans  and dried fish quantities allocated 
to  NGOs  fell with  the  fall  in total quantities available. 
The  originAl  t!GO  h11doet  contoined  70,000t  cereals  and 
21,000t  SHP,  including  a  reserve  established  to  allo~  more 
flexibl~ and  efficient allocations during  the year.  During  1986, 
additional  allocations  of  20,000t  and  4,000t respectively  were 
made,  thanks  to  the  lessening needs  of many  African countries for 
direct food  aid,  since  they were  now  recovering  from  the drought. 
By  the  end  of  1986,  remaining  NGO  credits  were  13,030t  of 
cereals,  1,860t  SMP  and  60,000  ECU  for other products.  These, 
plus  a  second additional  SHP  allocation in early 1987  of  7,110t 
from  the general  1986  food  aid budget,  were  allocated in a  series 
of activities to  cover  the period between  the  end of  1986  and  the 
authorisation of  the  1987  budget:  8,500t of cereals,  1,53St SHP 
and  75t  of  beans  (60,000  ECU>  were  allocated in  early  87  to 
continue  86  NGO  programmes/projects.  These  included 6,000t  of 
white maize,  as well  as  SNP  and  beans  for Mozambique,  wheat and 
SHP  for Lebanon,  SHP  for  Angola  and  SHP  and  beans for Madagascar. - 17  -
These  quantities  ~ave  been  included  in  the- tables.  The 
outstanding  balance of  4,503t cereals and  eost SHP·was  then used 
towards  the  1987  programme. 
26.  The  largest recipient  NGO  was  the Caritas group  CCaritas 
B~loica.  Germeni.ca.  Italiana  and  Neerlandica>,  which  was 
allocated  over 35,000t cereals,  13,700t  SHP,  BOOt  edible  oils 
01'Jtteroil  ar:d  '/'2g!'2tabl~  otl),  !~Oct  b2ans,  200~ fi3h  as  r.uell  as 
420t  sugar,  thus  accounting  for  22.3  HECU  worth  of  food  aid 
products.  They  distributed  these  in  34  countries,  but  the 
emphasis  ~as on  Ethiopia  (11  1500t  cereals,  in addition to other 
food  aid>  and  Chile  <S,OOOt  cereals,  4,260t  SHP  and  other  food 
aid>. 
Second  largest recipient was  Catholic  Relief  Services, 
with  14,400t cereals,  3,320t  SHP,  520t  beans,  as  well  as  some 
edible  oils  and  fish,  worth  in total  6.3  HECU.  These  were 
distributed  in  13  countries,  although El  Salvador and  Pakistan 
alone  accounted  for  over half  the cereals  quantities,  and  El 
Salvador benefitted  from  three quarters of  the  beans. 
The  third  largest recipient  NGO  was  Oxfem  <-UK,  and 
Belgium>,  which  was  allocated 6,060t cereals,  3,570t SHP,  410t 
edible oils,  280t  sugar  and  53t beans.  These  were  distributed 
am0ng  9  countries  and  the  emphasis  lay  on  Ethiopia.  Nicaragua, 
Sud2n  <SMP  for  Ethiopian  refugees>  and  Mozambique. 
A  number  of  other  tiGOs  received  large allocations for  a 
specific beneficiary,  e.g.  Yorld  Vision-UX  and  Save  the Children 
Fund.  <UK>  f.IJere  each  allocated 6, ooot of cerals  for  Mozambique, 
"Concern"  CIRL>  received  2,530t  cereals  for  Ethiopia; 
Diakonisches  Werk  CD>  was  allocated a  wide variety of  food  aid 
products,  including  a  large quantity of  beans  for  Mozambique; 
Fr~res  des  HcrnmPs  (B)  distributed 1,740t of cerals  in  Zaire; 
protos  <B>  was  allocated 2,400t cereals,  plus SHP  and  beans  for 
distribution  in  Haiti;  Trocaire  CIRLl  distributed  SOOt  rice 
(1,450t  cereals equivalent>  in Kampuchea,  etc. 
on  a  regional  basis,  Sub-Saharan  Africa was  the greatest 
recipient,  with almost  47,000t  of cereals,  just under  13,000t SHP, 
as well  ~s the gregter part of  the other  food  aid products.  Only 
in  beans  did  non-ACP  countries'  (especially  Latin  American) 
allocations  exceed  those of Africa.  Clearly,  despite recovery  in 
many  countries  from  the drought,  Africa still  required  largQ 
quantities of food  aid for nutritional purposes. 
On  a  country basis,  the largest cereals recipients  were 
Ethiopia  Calmost  18,000t>,  Mozambique  C16,000t>,  Chile  (8,400t) 
and  Guatemala  C5,100t>.  The  largest SHP  recipients were  Chile 
(4,300tl,  India  (3,000t)  and  Sudan  C2,000t).  It should be  noted 
that  much  of  the  food  aid distributed in Sudan was  not for  the • 
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native  Sudanese,  but  for Ethiopian refugees.  Chile and  Sudan 
b~nefitted from  the  largest quantities of edible oils and  sugar, 
E1  Salvador,  liozambique  and  Angola  from  beans  end  Mozambique  and 
Chil2  from  driad fish.  The  consistently large  NGO  quantities for 
Chile  can  be  explained  by  the  fact  that it benefitted  from  no 
other EC  food  aid,  in contrast.to Bolivia,  Nicaragua  and  Peru, 
~hich enjoyed direct  EC  food  aid,  to El  Salvador,  which  received 
cunslderabl2  quantities of  £C  emergency  aid  in  1986,  etc. 
27.  D~velopment Projects and  Welfare/Relief  programmes 
NGO  food  aid  could  be  allocated  for  three purposes:  Cll 
relief  to  victims  of  natural  disasters  or  conflict;  (2) 
vulnerable  group  feeding  CVGFJ,  that is,  caring for  those  prone 
to  mal- or  und~r-nourishm~nt,  and/or  (3)  development  projects, 
especially "food  for  work"  <FFWl,  whereby  beneficiaries are paid 
in  kind  for  their  efforts  towards  local  rural  development 
projects,  e.g.  tree-planting,  hillside  terracing,  irrigation 
· works,  etc. 
28.  Development  proiects 
In  order  to  minimize  the  number  of straight  "hand-outs", 
p~iority  was  given,  as  in previous years,  to rural development 
projects,  in  particular  those  which  emphasized  local  food 
production/self-sufficiency.  In  1986,  the  proportion of  NGO  food 
aid distributed  in development  projects was: 
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·th~e  quantities were valued at 16.76 HECU,  one-third of  total 
__ :_  KGn.::.food  aid value  . 
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29.  ~  ~  International  continued  FFW  projects  in Burkina 
Faso,  Mali,  Mauritania,  Niger and  Senegal.  The  NGO  set up  seed 
nurseries and  built cereals storage for  local cereals  production 
self-sufficiency,  as well  as  encouraging reafforestation and  the 
provision  of water  Cwells  for drinking water, .  dams  and  ditches 
.for  irrigation). 
The  four Caritas  NGOs  organised  a  considerable number  of 
FFP  .rroj2~t;;  i~  7  .  .'\frica,1  and  5  Latin  American  countries.  In 
Ethiopia,  Caritas Germanica  emphasized water development,  which 
l9id  the  foundation  for  reafforestation and  fruit  and  vegetable 
planting,  using  the  largest single  1986  NGO  allocation.  In 
Uganda  Caritas G continued  to  help  farmers  under  a  resettlement 
scheme,  with  emphasis  on  traditional  livestock  breeding  and 
poultry raising,  while  in  Somalia,  Caritas Italians encouraged 
reafforestation,  especially of grapefruit  and  coconut  trees.  One 
of  the  most  interesting  FFW  projects was  the biscuit factory  in 
Zaire,  under  the  aegis  of  Ceritas  Belgica.  Here  cereals, 
butteroil  end  sugar  from  the  EC  food  aid were  used  to manufacture 
high-energy protein biscuits which  were  then distributed free  to 
hospitals  and  schools,  as  well  as  to  the  undernourished  and 
disadvantaged.  This  project both  increased  local  employment  for 
women  and,  by  producing  125,000  kg  of  biscuits  p.e.,  improved 
nutritional  standards. 
30.  In  Latin  America,  Caritas G.  used  a  wide  variety of  food 
aid  products  in Chile  for  FFY  projects  to discourage  the  rural 
e~odus,  by  providing  technical  training for  the  improvement  and 
diversification of agricultural,  especially food,  production.  In 
Paraguay,  Caritas B.  used  food  aid  in  FFY  projects for  training 
young  people:  boys  learned  stockbreeding  and  food  crop 
production,  while girls were  taught  wool  and  leather processing. 
Both  Caritas  NL  and  B worked  in Haiti,  the  former  in  building 
roads,  reafforestation  and  irrigation,  the  latter in  training 
women  in poultry  and  pig-rearing. 
Catholic Relief Services organized  3  FFY  programmes:  in 
Dominica,  community  buildings  were  constructed;  in  Morocco 
projects  emphasized  water  conservation,  well-digging  and 
i~rigation,  and  in Pakistan,  rural  infrastructure was  improved  to 
combat  soil  erosion  <roads,  irrigation,  terracing). 
Other  NGOs  t!Jhich  set up  FFtJ  projects  included  the  lJorld 
Council  of  Churches,  which  set up  a  small  scale farm  in  Angola 
for  the relief of displaced persons,  DY1£h  Interchurch Aid  in 
Ethiopia,  Asaociation  Aide  gy Tiers Honde  in Senegal  and  Togo, 
and Protos  in Haiti. 
Honetisation  was  approved  in  exceptional  circumstances 
for  the purchase  of cereals in  a  surplus area  and  their sale in a 
deficit area within  the  same  country,  thus  generating a  revolving 
fund  to finance  the  following  purchase.  In  1986,  Catholic Relief - 20  -
Services  built silos and  created a  revolving fund  for cereals in 
Senegal. 
31.  Relief/Welfare Programmes 
Sc~~  0f  th?  1?8~  EC  MG0  food  ~id  ~a3  distributed  as 
relief for  refugees or displaced persons,  victims of conflict or 
natural disaster.  The  Caritas. organizations helped  such  people 
in Angola,  Somalia,  Lebanon,  Alg~ria (for Sahrsoui  refugees)  and 
Guatemala;  the  two  Oxfams  distributed  food  aid  in  Mozambique, 
Angola,  Sudan/Ethiopia,  Algeria  and  Nicaragua.  Other  NGOs 
involved  in  such  relief  include  Trocaire,  Gemeinschaft  zur. 
Forderung  der  So~  Med.  Stiftungen,  Catholic Relief Services, 
Diakonisches  Med<,  ~1orld Council  of Churches,  Alimentation  g_t. 
Qevelooo~~ent de  l'Enfant  and  Societe de  St.  Vincent~ Paul. 
The  remainder of  1986  EC  NGO  food  aid was  distributed for 
nutrition  pur'poses,  that  is,  to  groups  vulnerable  to 
malnutrition,  such  a3  infants,  pregnant  women,  nursing mothers, 
the  handicapped,  the  aged,  the ill,  etc.,  and/or  institutions 
such  as  schools,  dispensaries,  clinics,  hospitals,  leper 
colonies,  etc.  Such  food  aid for nutrition was  distributed  by 
most  HGOs  in  almost  every  country which  benefitted  from  1986  food 
aid. 
32..  ~o-f  inane ing 
Within  the  framework  of  the  1986  EC  Budget,  Article  951 
introduced credits  (3  MECU>  to  co-finance  the  purchase of  food 
aid products  in  emergency  situations with  NGOs.  However,  due  to 
the  late  approval  of  the  Budget,  only six projects  were  co-
financed  under  the  1986  programme. 
The  3  HECU  were  intended  to  cover not  less  than  25%  of 
the  cost of  food  pr6ducts  purchased  by  NGOs  in  order  to  provide 
emergency  relief for disaster victims  in developing  countries or 
othec  uon-EC  iiEu1ber  .:ountries.  The  legal  basis for  1986  was 
considered  to  be  the  Council  Framework  Regulation  3331/82  and  the 
Implementing  Regulation  232/86.  Under  normal  conditions  the  EC 
contribution  was  to  be  75~  of  the  purchase  price  of  the 
product<s>,  subject  to  the  proposed action costing no  less  than 
80,000  ECU,  but  no  more  than  1  HECU. 
The  first co-financing  in  1986  was  that with Trocaire  for 
the relief of  Kampuchea.  In  1986,  the  country had  an  estimated 
shortfall  of  150,000t  rice,  and  the  Kampuchean  Red  Cross, 
Trocaire's  lcoal  counterpart,  urgently needed  the  food.  850t of 
25%  broken  rice were  purchased  in Thailand  and  the total cost of 
the  operation  came  to  just under·  180,000  ECU,  with  the  EC 
contributing  75%  (134,800  ECU). - 21  -
Other  19U6  co-financing  operations  were:  a  Carita~ 
Bli9..i.t.a  action  in  Poland,  which  cost about  196,730  ECU  (EC: 
147,540  ECU);  a  ~~mQ <EuronAld)  operation for Nicaragua  (1  HECU 
for maize,  rice,  beans,  sunflower oil>:  Olristian Aid  in Pakistan 
for  Afghan  refugees  <total  984,500  ECU  for wheat  flour,  sugar, 
"ghe2");  ~s:u:·tt8c;  Belgica  end  G~r!':mnics  in  Lebanon,  with  EC 
contribution  of  270,980  ECU;  and  finally,  World  Council  2[ 
Churches  in Angola,  costing  493;800  ECU. - 22  -
B.  INIERNATIONAL  ORGANIZATIONS 
33.  Introduction 
As  in  1985,  the  5  International  Organizations  which 
received  EC  food  aid  in  1986  were:  The  World  Food  Programme 
CWFPl,  the  Unit~d Nations  High  Commission  for Refugees  CUNHCR>, 
- the  International  Committee  of  the  Red  Cross  CICRC>,  the 
International  League  of  Red  Cross Societies  CLICROSS>  and  the  UN 
Relief  Works  Agency  for  Palestinian  Refugees  <UNRWA).  In 
addition,  UN  Border  and  Relief Operations  <UNBRO>  received  a 
contribution for  the  purchase  of  beans  and  fish  at  the  Thai/ 
Kampuche~  bord~r. 
No~m31  fo0d  aid  to  such  Organizations  accounted  for 
significant  proportions  of  total normal  food  aid,  from  around 
one-third  of  cereals,  SHP  and  vegetable oil,  half  of  other· 
products,  to  two-thirds  of butteroil  and  sugar.  CSee  Table 3c). 
In  quantitative  terms,  the Organizations  received  just  over 
334,000t  of  cereals,  just  under  32,000t  SMP,  about  7,000t 
butteroil,  2,200t vegetable oil,  2,300t sugar and  8.42  MECU  worth 
of  other  products,  which  included beans,  fish,  corned  beef, 
"bulgur"  and  tomato  paste.  Transport was  always  covered  to final 
destin~tion. 
As  compared  with  1985,  cereals and  SMP  quantities were 
slightly  down  and  edible oil  Cbutteroil  and  vegetable  oil> 
quantities  had  risen,  but  the dramatic  changes  were  in  sugar 
Cone-third  of  1985  quantities>  and  other products  Chalf).  These 
differences  with  respect  to 1985  can  be  explained  mainly. by 
movements  in  overall  food  aid Budget  credits and  by  "weight  of 
the past" problems. 
34.  The  WFP  ranked,  as  in previous years,  as  the  largest 
~in9le  recipient  of  EC  indirect  food  aid,  being  allocated 
114,000t  cereals  Cone-quarter  indirect food  aid>,  21,600t  SHP 
Conc-thl~d),  1 l ,700t butteroil  <two-thirds),  500t vegetable oil 
(20X)  and  1,500t of  beans  <10%),  with  total  product value at just 
over  67  HECU,  94  HECU  including  transport.  These  quantities 
include  the  second  WFP  allocation,  made  during  1987  from  the 
g~neral  1986  food  aid reserve,  of  14,190t cereals  and  7,175t 
butteroil,  whieh  were  used  towards  1987  UFP  projects. 
The  EC  was  cooperating with  the  WFP  in  three weys:  (1) 
regular  food  aid product pledges  fixed at  Pladging  Conferences 
every  2  years  <US$  136.6 million for 1987-88);  (2)  contributions, 
both  in  food  aid  products  and  as  credits  for  triangular 
operations,  to  the  IEFR  (International Emergency  Food  Reserve>; 
and  (J)  on  occasion,  the Commission  requested  the  UFP  to help  in 
arranging  the  transport  of  food  aid  or  in  monitoring  its 
distribution.  The  food  aid allocated under  regular pledgeg was - 23  -
distributed  in  WFP  development  projects  Cmostly  FFW)  in  37 
countries,  the  emphasis  in  cereals  distribution  being  on 
Bangladesh,  China,  Indonesia  and  Ethiopia,  while  for  dairy 
products  the  emphasis  lay  on  projects in China,  Cuba,  Uganda  and 
Sudan,  the  traditional  cattle sector  in  the latter two  having 
suffered greatly with drought  and  internal conflict.  CSee  Table 
3dl.  The  IEFR  was  allocated  40,000t of  cereals  and  soot  of 
vegetable oil at a  total  cost of 12.4  MECU. 
35..  The  UNHCR  was  the  second  largest recipient of  EC  indirect 
food  aid  in  1?G6,  with significant quantities of  each  product: 
125,000t  of  cereals,  6,000t  SMP,  2,000t  butteroil,  l,OOOt 
vegetable oil,  SOOt  sugar and  3  MECU  for  other products  Cspent  on 
2,500t  beans  and  666t  d~ied fish>.  The  total value of  these, 
including  transport,  came  to  55  ftECU.  The  food  aid  was 
distributed  in  6  countries housing  large  refugee  populations 
<Somalia,  Mexico,  Iran,  Pakistan)  or  with great  numbers  of 
displaced  persons  (~thiopia,  Angolal.  In  addition,  emergency 
operations were  carried out  in  favour  of  refugees  in Thailand and 
Honduras. 
36.  The  ICRC  was  allocated  40,000t of cereals,  l,OOOt  SHP, 
1,500t  butteroil,  500t  vegetable  oil  and  1.5  HECU,  which 
purchased  1,500t of pulses;  the  total cost of supply  and  delivery 
was  19.4  MECU.  The  ICRC  works  mainly  in  ar~as  of  internal 
conflict  by  bringing  relief  to  the victims  and  the  1986  EC 
allocations  repres~nted  SOY.  of  1986  ICRC  requirements.  The 
emphasis  in  1986  was  on  distribution  in  Ethiopia  and  Sudan  (one-
third of  th~  c~reals>,  Angola,  El  Salvador  and  Nicaragua,  as well 
as  a  large nutrition  programme  set up  in  the Philippines. 
11.  Lt~ftOdl,  en  the ether hand,  eonesntrat•a  en  count~iea 
which  have  suffered natural disasters,  setting up  large  feeding 
programmes  and  organising a  few  FFU  development  projects.  The 
Organization  was  allocated  20,00t  cereals,  870t  SHP,  1040t 
butteroil,  100t  sugar  and  1  HECU  for other  products  (1,250t 
beans).  Ethiopia was  the  largest beneficiary,  with  60%  of  the 
cer~als  and  25%  of butteroil;  other main  beneficiaries  were 
Mauritania,  Burkina  Faso  and  Haiti. - 24  -
38.  Finally,  food  aid allocations to  UNRWA  were  stimulated by 
the  EEC/UNRWA  Convention  1984-86,  which  provided for aid  in kind 
for  UNRWA  fending  programmes,  and  by  the Council  Decision of  June 
28th,  1984,l)  ,  which  stated  that  the  allocation of  such  food 
products  would  follow  the  procedures of Council  Regulation  No. 
3331/82.  UNRWA  was  allocated  1,725t of rice  CS,OOOt  cereals 
equivalents>,  2,500t  SMP,  BOOt  butteroil,  200t vegetable oil, 
900t  sugar,  tOOt  beans  and  600t sardines.  In addition,  products 
not on  the  food  aid list were  allocated:  BOOt  corned beef,  soot 
tomato  p~at2 and  UGOt  bulgur  <cracked  wheat).  Finally,  UNRWA 
was  allocated  4  MECU  to  cover  some  of  the  operating costs of  the 
many  f~edin~  programnes.  The  total  cost  of  the  food  aid 
delivered  to  final  desti11ation  was  9.8  MECU,  in addition  to  the 
extra  4  HECU  taken  from  budget  line 926. 
The  Community  concluded  on  the  26  May  1986  another  three-
year  convention  with  this organisayion  where  it committed  to 
assist  UNRWA  in  three ways,  i.e.  by  : 
(1) 
payinq  a  cash  contribution of  20  Million  ECU  per  year  for 
1987-1988  and  1989; 
paying  a  cash  contribution  to  be  fixed  annually  to  cover 
the operating co3ts  of  the  supplementary  feeding  program; 
allocating  food  aid the  quantity of  which  is to  be 
determined  annually. 
O.J.  L188  of  16.7.1984 39.  I  - Exceptional  Reserve 
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V - EC  EMERGENCY  FOOD  AID 
AND 
EXCEPTIONAL  FOOD  AID 
Following  the  African  food  cr1s1s  of  1984/85,  the  European 
Counc-il  of  June  ~9J5 agteed  on  tile  Proposal  of  the  Commission  to 
provide  for  a  food  aid  reserve  in  1986  to  enable  the  Commission  to 
react  more  rapidly  and  more  efficiently should  any  similar  exceptional 
:ircumst~nces reoccur. 
The  1986  Budget;  as  finally  confirmed  by  the  Budget  Authorities 
provided  appropriations  to  cover  an  exceptional  Reserve  which  was  fixed 
by  the  Council  on  Proposal  of  the  Commission,  after opinion of  the 
Parliament,  to  386.700  t  of  cereals  or  equivalent,  to  be  used  to  cover 
11exceptional  food  shortages"  ..  In  1986,  this  reserve  was  used  to  cover 
the  exceptional  food  needs  of  Ethiopi~ and  Mozambique. 
The  quantities utilised were  60.000  t  of  cereals  for  Ethiopia 
and  72.000  t  of  cereals,  1.000  t  of  vegetable oil, 1,6  MECU  of  beans 
for  Nozambique. 
1;0.  II - Emergency  food  aid 
A.  Introduction 
As  in previous years,  events or circumstances 
for  EC  emergency  food  aid  in  1986  came  under  Article· 6 
Council  framework  Regulation  3331/82  Csee  1985  Report>. 
eligible 
of  the 
21  countries  received Community  emergency  food  aid  in 
1986.  Of  the  24  food  aid allocations,  6  were  distributed  by 
NGO's  and  9  by  International  Organizations  CUNHCR,  ICRC,  LICROSS 
and  UNRWA).  Quantities allocated totalled:  118,560t of cereals, 
8,020t  skimmed  milk  powder  CSHP>,  of which  3,520t vitaminised and 
4,500t non-vitaminised,  1,900t butteroil,  2,100t vegetable  oil 
and  soot  sugar.  The  total cost carne  to 52.7  HECU,  including 
transport  Csee  Table  ). 
Asia  was  the  largest recipient of cereals,  with 66,500t 
of  which  30,000t  was  via  the  UNHCRT  for  refugees  and  displaced 
persons  in Thailand and  27,000t  for victims of cyclone  "Peggy"  in 
China.  Sub-Saha~an Africa received 35,440t of cereals,  2/3rds of 
which  was  for Ethiopia.  A further  16,370t were allocated to  3 
Mediterranean countries. 
Egypt  was  the  largest recipient of  SHP,  with  4,000t, 
followed  by  2,500t vitarninised  SHP  destined via the  UNHCR  for 
Afghan  refugees  in Pakistan.  The  same  recipients were  allocated 
1,500t  butteroil  and  the other butteroil allocation of  400t  was 
for  victims  of  the Syrian drought.  The  UNHCR  was  the  only 
beneficiary  of  sugar  <SOOt)  and  also  received  l,OOOt  vegetable 
oil,  both products  for distribution  in four countries sheltering 
r~fng~es:  Hexic0,  H0nrlnr:l~,  Tr1111  9n(i  F.~hi~ri!'t • 
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41.  B.  Allocation 
For 
indicating 
emergency 
cyclones>, 
persons>  and 
headings. 
convenience,  this  section  has  4  sub-headings 
the  circumstances which  prompted  the  allocation  of 
food  aid:  natural disasters  Csuch  as  earthquakes, 
drought,  internal  conflict  <refugees,  displaced 
one  1986  allocation which falls under none  of  these 
42.  Natural  Disaster 
Four  allocations  wer~ made  tor  the  relief of  victims  of  natural 
disasters  in  Madagascar,  El  Salvador,  China  and  Vietnam,  totalling  · 
28,950  t  of  cereals,  100  t  SMP  and  100  t  vegetable oil. 
In  r,1adagascar,  after  cyclone  "Honorinina",  the  Commission  alloc-
ated  200  t  of  cereals,  in  the  form  of  rolled oats,  and  100  t  SMP, 
quantities  indicated  by  the  Delegation  as  being  sufficient  when  other 
aid  (EC  anJ  other  donors)  vas  taken  into  account.  The  food  aid  was 
distributed  by  the  NGO  Association  Aide  aux  Tiers  Mende. 
Following  the  earthquake  in  El  Salvador  on  10th  October  1986, 
the  EC  and  Member  States  sent  tents,  blankets  and  medical  supplies 
and  the  NGO  ''Catholic  Relief  Services" organized a  food  aid distr-
ibution  programme  in  collaboration with  local  NGO  counterparts  and 
other  International  Orgazations.  CRS  alrealy owned  food  aid stocks 
in  El  Salvador  which  could  cover  immediate  needs  and  were  replaced 
later by  the  arrival  of  the  emergency  food  aid of  400  t  of  vegetab-
ble oil  decided  by  the  Community  as  well  as  by  the  normal  aid to 
CRS  for  this  country. 
!n  Chin9  typhoon  "Peggy"  hit  Guandong  Province  on  11th  July, 
damaging  600,000  ha  of  farmland  and  affecting  5  million people. 
The  Commission  allocated  27,000  t  of  cereals  in  the  form  of  wheat 
flour  to assist  the  victims. 
Finally,  Vietnam  suffered  typhoon  "Wayne"  on  6th  September, 
Yhich  flooded  96,700  ha  of  rice  fields.  At  first,  the  Government 
requested  food  aid only  from  traditional donors  especially the  UN 
umbrella.  Only  in  early October  did  it issue  an  appeal  for  intern-
ational  help.  The  Commission  sent  1,500  t  of  cereals  (as  518  t  of 
rice)  via  the  NGO  Trocaire,  which  had  already been  working  in the 
regio~ with  th~  h~lp of  normJt  EC  food  aid.  Using  their  re~erves 
of  this  food  aid,  Trocaire also distributed mackerel  and  soya 
beans • 
43.  Drought 
Emergency  food  aid drought  relief  in 1986  differed greatly  f~om 
1985  and  1984,  since  the  pressing  needs  of  the  African drought  no 
longer persisted  in  many  of  the  countries.  Total  quantities  for 
drought  relief in 1986  were  46,740  t  of  cereals,  5,070  t  SMP  and 
400  t  of butteroil. - 27  -
Ethiopia  was  allocated 20,000t  of wheat  for  emergency 
distribution.  to  drought  victims  by  the  NGO  Lutheran  World 
Foundation.  Of  the  822,000 destined recipients,  over half  ~ere 
in  the  Wallo  region  in  the  North,  a  further  125  recipients  in 
Shoe  :ln  Central  Ethiopia and  275,000  in the South  and  South-tJest. 
Ethiopia  also  received  2,740  t  of  cereals,  in the  form  of  2,000 t 
of  wheat  flour,  and  170  t  S~lP  via  the  NGO  "World  for  Vision-UK". 
This  food  aid was  distributed at  9  major  feeding  centres  in  Wolle, 
S:'1oa  d(ld  S i GohlO .. 
In  Sudan,  Oxfam-UK  was  allocated  5,000  t  of  cereals  which 
wer~ purchased  as  white  maize  in  a  "triangular operation" with 
Kenya  for  distribution  in Southern  Sudan. 
Botswana,  suffering  its fifth  consecutive  year  of  drought 
was  allocated  4,000  t  of  c~r2ats and  400  t  SMP,  quantities  similar 
to  normal  food  aid  in  prev~ous years.  These  cereals  were  also purc-
hased  as  white  maize  under  a  triangular operation  with  Zimbabwe. 
Cape  Verde  and  Mozambique  received  substantially increased 
food  aid allocations  in  1986  and  therefore did  not  require  any 
emergency  food  aid. 
In  the  Mediterranean,  Tunisia,  Syria  and  Egypt  received 
food  aid  for  drought  relief.  In  Tunisia  drought  had  severely affect-
ed  37  % of  the  cereals-producing  land  in  the  South.  The  Commission 
allocated 5,000  t  of  wheat  for  sale to  farmers  in  the  worst-hit 
~r~as during  the  lean  season. 
Syria  was  suffering  its fifth  consecutive  uear of  drought, 
~specially severe  in  the  South  and  South  West  and  5,000  t  of  cereals 
were  allocated  in  the  form  of  3,650  t  of  wheat  flour. 
Egypt  was  in simlilar straits and  4,000  t  of  SMP  were 
allocated  for  vulnerable  groups  in danger of severe malnutritution 
in  the  drought-ridden  south. 
Finally,  Nepal  was  allocated  5,000  t  cereals  in  the  form  of 
rice  (3,100  t>  for  drought  relief;  lack of  rain  had  delayed  the 
planting of  rice  and  the  subsequent  heavy  rains  destroyed  much  of  the 
ripening  crop.  67  X of  rice  and  maize  production  was  estimated to 
have  been  affected  - a  deficit of  185,000  t  for  the  year. 
44.  Internal  con'ft ict 
Under  this  category  the  widest variety  of  foods  was 
allocated:  39,870t of  cereals,  2,850t  SHP,  1,500t  butteroil, 
2,100t  vegetable  oil,  soot  sugar  end  16t of  "rizine  lactee". 
Food  aid  was  distributed  to  victims  of  internal  conflict: 
displaced persons  in  El  Salvador,  Lebanon,  Kampuchea,  Philippines 
and  refugees  in countries  such  as  Alge~ia,  Ethiopia,  Honduras, 
Iran,  Malawi,  Mexico,  Pakistan  and  Thailand,  bordering those with 
civil conflict. 
• 
c: - 28  -
ll Salvador  requested aid  in  the  form  of vegetable  oil, 
since oil seed  crops  remaining after destruction  in  the  conflict 
would  satisfy  less  than  a  quarter of  annual  demand.  400t  of 
semi-refined palm oil were  purchased  from  Honduras,  processed  in 
El  Salvador and  distributed via official channels. 
1,300t  of  cereals  in  the  form  of  1 ,OOOt  of wheat  flour 
were  allocated via  the  UNRWA  in Lebanon  for  60,000  refugees  in 
camps  in  5  main  cities,  including Beirut.  In addition,  S,OOOt  of 
cereals  were  allocated direct  to  the  Government,  for  the relief 
of  t~2  !ncregslnj  :1uwb2c  of  victi~s of  the  conflict  who  now 
lacked  any  own  resources  for  producing  food. 
As  in  1985,  the  NGO  Trocaire distributed 16t of  "rizine 
lactee"  in  Kampuch~~- This  product  is a  baby-weaning  food  made 
of  a  mixture  of  rice  and  milk. 
In 
vegetable 
follor..viiVJ 
distributed 
Alger-ia. 
the  Eht  ... L!P.2.iD~,  the  ICf?C  distributed  500  t  EC 
oil  und~r  r:~? lief  programmes  for  people  displaced 
the  increased  tension  in  the  country.  The  ICRC  also 
lOOt  of  olive oil  among  Sehroui  refugees  in Southern 
L!tROSS  was  allocated 3,500  t  of  cereals  for  Mozambican 
refugees  in  f.lala1,.1i.  These  were  estimated to  number  70,000  by  the 
end  of  1986.  The  Commission,  aware  of  Malawi's  white  maize  surplus, 
authorised  t!CROSS  to  purchase  the  cereals  aid  locally. 
Finally,  the  UNHCR  was  allocated  a  total of 30,000t  of 
cereals,  2850t  StiP,  1 , 500t  butteroil,  1, ooot  vegetable oil and 
500t  sugar  for  distribution  to  refugees  in  6  countries. 
Kempuchean  refugees  in  ThailAnd  were  twice  allocated  15,000t  of 
cereals,  Afghan  refugees  in pakistan received 2,500t  SHP  and 
1 ,OOOt  butteroil  and,  finally,  350t  SHP,  1 ,OOOt  vegetable oil and 
500t  sugar  were  shared  between  Afghan  refugees  in  lcgn, 
Guatemalans  in  Mexico,  Salvadoreans  and  Nicaraguans  in Honduras 
and  Sudanese  in Ethiopia .. 
45.  ~Emergency Circumstances 
One  1986  emergency  food  aid allocation falls into none  of 
the  above  categories;  this was  the case of 3,000t cereals  for 
poverty-stricken  families  among  the  sugar-cane workers  on  the 
2hlliopine  Negros  Island,  which  produces  60%  of  the  Philippine 
sugar.  The  NGO  "Comite Catholique contre la  faim  et pour  le 
D~veloppement"  was  already  working  for  the  relief  of  these 
~orkers  who  were  employed  for only  120  days per annum  in  sugar 
cane  working  and  had  very  few  other  employment  possibilities. 
When  the  world  sugar market  collapsed and  the.national  economy 
deteriorated,  these  workers  became  impoverished  and  malnutrition 
spread  rapidly.  The  CCFD  therefore distributed the  EC  3,000t 
cereals  (1,035  t  of  rice)  over  3  months  to  64,000  worst-hit  famil-
ies.  The  total  cost  of  this unusual  emergency  operation  came  to  . 
only  US$  181,143. - 29  -
VI  - MOBILISATION  OF  FOOD  AID 
46.  The  rate  at  which  the mobilisation of  allocations  from  the  1986  programme 
was  exe~uted was  similar  to  that  of  the  previous year  in  the  case of  cereals 
(1986  :  67  :~;  1985  :  63  %)  and  butteroil 
some~.Jhat  lower  in  the  case  of  milk  powder 
Mobilis::1tions 
Quantities 
foreseen  in 
budget 
Cereals  1  .. 160.000 
Skimmed  Ni  lk  Pm.Jde r  94.100 
aut tero i l  27.300 
(1986  :  47  %; 
(1986  52  %; 
1986  Programme 
Quantities 
mobilised I 
in process 
777.669 
49.048 
12.759 
1985 
1985 
44  X>  but  was 
59%). 
Remaining 
to be 
executed 
382  .. 331 
45.052 
14.541 
These  figures  refer  to  the  quantities  for  whicil  l11~  mobilisation 
procedure  ~as engaged  in  the  course  of  1986.  The  proportion  of  these quantities 
which  not  only  had  been  mobilised  but  for  which  delivery was  also  completed  was 
lower  for  cereals  and  milk  powder  in  1986  than  1985  but  higher  for butteroil. 
If,  furthermore,  account  is  taken  of  the  mobilisation of  the  smaller quantities 
carried over  as  reserves  from  the  previous  programme,  then  it  may  be  concluded 
that  the  ex2cution  of  food  aid  in  1986  proceeded  more  slowly  than  in 1985.  The 
reasons  for  this  are  well  known  and  are  the  same  as  those  analysed  in point  30 
of  the  report  on  the  1984  programme 
47.  "30.  The  time  taken  to  ensure  the  delivery of  food  aid,  once  the  Commission 
allocation decision  was  made,  is determined  by  many  factors  there  is first of 
all  the  need  for  a  formal  response  by  the beneficiary government  accepting the 
conditions  attached  to  the  allocation by  the  Commission.  (Where  food  aid  is 
destined  for  sale,  for  example,  these  conditions  refer  to pricing policies, 
management  of  counterpart  funds,  the  level  of  normal  food  imports,  etc.>.  For 
international organisations,  it is  sometimes  the  case  that  a  global  allocation, 
to  the  World  Food  Programme  for  instance,  is  mobilised progressively over  time, 
in separate  lots  for  different  destinations,  according  to  need.  The  time  required 
to  set  up  the  contracts  for  the  supply  and delivery  of  food  aid,  usually  by 
public  tender,  has  to  be  taken  into  account  also,  before  reckoning  the  time  taken 
for  the  actual  transportation of  aid  to destination. 
• • . I ••• - 30  -
The  supply of  cereals  and  dairy products,  which  is overseen by  the  Community 
marketing organisations  and  governed·by  COmmission  regulations  1974/80(1)  and 
1354/83(2),  involves  more  lengthy procedures  than  for other food  products. 
Efforts  were  nevertheless  made  during  1984  to streamline procedures  within  the 
limits  of  existing  regulations." 
Clearly  the  important  question  is  14hether or  not  the efforts  mentioned 
in  the  above  passage  have  brought  satisfactory results.  In  fact  the  experience 
of  1986  cannot  effectively be  used  as  a  basis  for  judgement  because  the 
negoatiation of  a  new  structure  for  food  aid  proved  to  be  more  complex  and 
protracted than  foreseen.  Indeed,  the  new  food  aid mobilisation  regulation 
was  not  adopted  until July 1987. 
(1)  .O.J.  L 192  of  26.7.1980 
(2}  O.J.  L 142  of  1.6.1983. - 31  -
VII  - EC  TRIANGULAR  OPERATIONS 
43.  A.  Introduction  and  Legislative Basis 
49. 
Triangular  Operations  (TQs)  consist of purchases by  the 
Commtssion  of  food  aid  products  from  one  developing  country,  for 
dalivery  to  another. 
The  ficst  EC  TO  took  place  in  1978,  wh~n Botswana,  having 
refused  its  cereal  allocation  in  the  form  of  European  yellow 
maize,  received  soot  of  white  maize  purchased  in  the  region  from 
Zambia.  Howev~r,  TOs  became  part  of  food  aid  policy 
implementation  only  in  1982,  in  the  Framework  Regulation 
3331/82/EEC~  According  to  Article 3.1,  the  purpose of  TOs  was  to 
act  as  a  "safety-net" either when  the  product  requested  by  the 
beneficiary Government  proved  unavailable on  the Community  market 
or  in  the mobilisation of  an  emergency  allocation.  In  the latter 
esse,  the  food  aid was  intended  to  reach its destination  more 
quickly,  having  been  purchased  nearby,  thus  avoiding  the  loss of 
time  associated with  mobilisation  from  Europe.  Instances of  the 
latter were  relatively few  Conly  one  in  1986),  which  shows  that 
3331/82  considered  TOs  simply  as  ccmpeting  against  normal 
Community  market  supplies,  not  as  instruments  for  development. 
Thts  r€strictive  legislatio_n  ___  led~  to  a  number  of  incongruous 
situations  or  anomalies  in  the  four  programme  years  based  on 
3331/82.  Thes~ were  in  addition  to  the  usual  TO  problems  such 
as  the  fluctuating  staples  production  in  LDCs,  leading  to 
difficulties  in  relying on  the  same  supplier from  one  year  to 
the next,  and  so  on. 
The  adoption  of Council  Regulation  3972/86  changed 
context,  applicability and  pcocedures  for  TOs.  In general, 
are  now  regarded  as  possible  development  instruments. 
addition  to  the  usual  expected benefits of  food  aid,  TOs 
<implicitly)  intended  to help  the  following: 
the 
they 
In 
are 
(1)  the beneficiary,  by  reducing  transport delays  and delivering 
traditional consumed  varieties-of staples; 
. 
<2>  the  supplier  country,  by  assisting the_marketing of  local 
staples  surpluses,  by  easing  the  balance-of-payments  through 
stimulating exports  and  by  supporting Government  pricing policies 
through stabilising domestic  production stocks;  and 
(3)  the  region  of  countries,  by  absorbing regular surpluses and 
relieving chronic deficits,  thereby reducing  storage and  import 
costs respectively,  and  thus  encouraging and  freeing capital for 
the  build-up of  intra-regional  trade  infrastructure. 
Finally,  under  3972/86  all  TOs  are  conducted  through 
invitations  to  tender. - 32  -
50.  B.  1986  Commission  Triangular Operations 
The  Commission  conducted 20  TOs  under the  1996  programme, 
with cereals,  pulses and  vegetable oil from8· supplier countries 
to  14  recipients.  Quantities totalled 77,300t  of  ~hite  maize, 
18,500  t·of  rice,  20,000  t  of  sorghum,  9,900  t  of  beans,  800  t 
of  lentils  and  400  t  of  semi-refined  palm  oil.  (See  Tables  Sa, 
Sb  and  Sc). 
With  three  exceptions,  all TOs  took  place within the same 
~eJ!~n of  countrie3:  frc~ Zimbabwd  and  Kenya  to  Southern  Africa 
and  the  Horn,  from  Senegal  to another Sahel  country,  and  from 
Argentina  snd Honduras  to Central  America. 
Whilst  tenders were  not  awarded  solely on  the  basis  of 
their  proximity,  p~eference was  given  to  suppliers  in the  same 
region  when  the  criteria of variety,  quality and  cost  allowed. 
The  dominant  role  of  Zimbabwe  in  1986  white  maize  TOs  was  due 
not  only  to  a  large  exportable  surplus,  but  to  the  Zimbabwean 
grain  m8rk~t  be~oming increasingly known  for  its  good  quality 
maize,  efficiently  delivered  at  competitive  prices. 
,·1.. • .  .  . \' 
Of  the  20  TOs,  3  were  for  emergency food  aid,  2  indirect 
normal  for  the  UNHCR,  and  17  direct  for  benficiary  Governments. 
51.  The  three  emergency  allocations  together  accounted  for 
8  %of  total  emergancy  cereals quantities,  (but  as  much  as  a  quarter 
of  amerg2ncy  c2reals  for  Sub-Saharan  Africa)  and  20  X of  emergency 
vegetable oil. 
In  this  context,  an  outstanding  example  of  the  problems 
associated  with  food  aid transport  was  the  purchase  of  Kenyan  white 
maize  on  behalf  of Oxfam  (UK)  for  distribution  in  Juba,  Southern 
Sudan,  which  could  not  be  reached  from  Port  Sudan.  5,000  t  of  maize 
were  purchased  from  the parastatal  NCPB  for  transport  by  a  Zimbabwean 
company.  However,  that  transport  was  in turn  rendered  almost  imposs-
ible  by  simultaneous  and  sometimes  cumulative  problems  of  :  insecure 
roads,  some  of  which  were  land-mined;  ancient,  rusting bridges unable 
to  support  the  loaded  trucks;  inability to  use  local aircraft  in areas 
of  civil conflict;  the  constantly  changing political  relationships 
between  the  Governments  of  the  4  countries  concerned  (Kenya,  Uganda, 
Z::!ire  and  Surhr.).,  Tit·~  o;::>·2ration  should  normally  have  been  concluded 
within two  months.  tati·despite  unre~itting 'efforts  by  all ~o~ce~~~d~ 
it took  B to _9  months  for  the  first  3,125  t  to  be  delivered,  2,000  t 
o~ which  was  with  the  help  of  WFP  under  military escort.  · 
This  example  shows  the  sort of  the  problems  that  can  arise 
while  implementing  triangular operations.  It also puts  the  recurrent 
complaints  of  delays  and  bureacratic obstacles  by  Community  institut-
ions  into  a  completely different  light. 52. 
- 33  -
Of  the dil'ect;,  rr.<rrmal  food  aid allocations, 
Sa  show  that  10%  of cereals were  purchased as  TOs, 
beans,  which  are  not usually produced  in the  EC 
Tables  2b  and 
but  90~ · of 
Host  of  the  1906  TOs  went  through  smoothly  and  according 
to  the  procedure  already outlined.  One  delivery  took place only 
one  month  after  the  allocation decision.  The  average was  an 
unsurprising  5  1/2  months,  since normal  food  aid is  programmed 
f...,r  a~!"'ivnl  S')m~  mont-.hs  2ft~~  tt·~  Corr.mission  deci3ion,  in  or-der-
to  allow  for mobilisation procedures  and  arrival during the  lean 
season.  In  som~ cases,  shipments  had  to  be  delayed  in order  to 
avoid  congestion  at  ports  of  disembarkation,  especially  in 
Ethiopia. - 34  -
VIII  - CONCLUSIONS 
53.  In  1986  it was  possible  to shift  the  emphasis  of  Community  food  aid 
policy  (both  direct .and  indirect)  from  a  preoccupation with  short  term 
emergencies  to  a  greater interest  in  long  term  development.  That  this was 
possible  was  indeed partly due  to  the  improved  conditions  in  Sub-Saharan 
Africa.  However  it was  also  due  to  the  growing  realisation that  the  problems 
of  long  term  food  security  in developing  countries  could  be  addressed best 
by  a  food  aid policy.that was  clearly established as  an  instrument  of overall 
development  policy.  This  conviction was  translated into practical  reality 
through  the  adoption of  the  new  framework  regulation  (Council  Regulation 
3972/86)  adopted  in  December  1986.  This  regulation not  only enhanced  and 
enlarged  the· developme~tal aspects  of  food  aid policy  (such  as  multiannual 
programmes,  s4bstitution actioni and  triangular operations)  but  also paved 
the  way  for  th~ adoption  of  a  new  regulation governing  the  mobilisation of 
food  aid  (Council  Regulation  2200/87  of  25/7/87)  by  which  executive 
responsibility for  food  aid operations  was  devolved entirely upon  the 
Commission~ r  .lb le  1a 
EC  FOOO  AID  OUDGET 
19~5  ANO  1?R6  PROGRAMMES 
Article  ttc01din1J  1985  1986 
tt~lll 
Commitment  Commf tment 
appropriations  Quantities  appropriations  Quant it  fes 
(1)  (1) 
CMECU>  ( '000  T)  CMECUl  <  •ooo  n 
Ch.:~pter  92  635.5948  693.6 
920  .f_crea_!.2  261. a  ~  ~  1,160.0 
9201  Current  progr~mm~  for 
cereals  other  th~n  ri~e  18/3.0  727.7  188.0  727.7 
(Obligatory  e"<penditurJ?) 
9203  Current  programme  for  rice, 
quantities  in  cereals  equiv.  :n.4  200.0  33.4  200.0 
(Obligatory  ~"<pendlture) 
9204  Additional  food  aid  in  40.4  232.3  78.0  232.3  cereals 
921  Dairy  Products  263.0  137.3  2.B.O  121.4-
I•H  lk.,  co~o~der  150.0  .!.QU  .!lQ..:..Q.  li:.1 
\  9211  Current  progr~rnrnc  150.0  108.6  150.0  94.1 
Butteroil  113.0  26.7  83.0  .!!.:1. 
9213  Current  programme  113.0  28.7  83.0  27.3 
922  Su9.!!:_  3.0  ..!.!.:.Q  1&  !-.! 
n?t  rurr!'f'~  ~,.c  ......  :t-·!~  3.0  l\~o  3.-o  !  1.43 
: 
I  I 
t.,  __  i  ___ ,  _______ ...  lO.P  ~d.  \0.0  i  1-J!  ·-
~  Oth~r  co~~odities 
quantities  in  cereals  equiv.  ~0.0  (211.7)  30.0  I  <121.8) 
ill  Food  aid  transeort  CO$tS  62.2  102.0 
926  Ex2enditure  resultin9  from  3.5948  I  ~  EEC/UNR~4 Convention 
927  Other  e•~enditur~  2.0  I  I  bQ 
associ~ted with  food  aid 
9270  Exct'ptional  measures  for  I  0.8 
implementinq  food  ~id 
9271  Control  of  supply  and  1.2 
delivery of  food  aid 
928  e~cP.ptionat  reserve  - I  - I  (2) I  132  <Z> 
929  Alternative  ooerations  I  - I  - I  10.0  I  (65.0) 
"substitutions".in cereals 
eQulv. 
(1)  Including  funds  for  extra  costs of  commitments  under  previous  years'  programmes 
(2)  Introduced  to  continue  work  of  Dublin  Plan  :  in  1986,  line 928  was  included  in  Chapter  100  and  COVered 
by  appropriations  under art.  920 
3) fable  1b 
EC  FOOD  AID  BUDGET  QUANTITIES  ('000  tonnes) 
1984,  1985  AND  1986  PROGRAMMES 
1986 
PRODUCT  1984  198 5  Commission  Council  2nd 
Request  Reading 
Cereals  1,127.7  1,160.0  1,160  1,292.0 
SMP  122.5  108.6  120  94.1 
80  32.8  28.7  35  2 7t. 3 
Veg.Oil  20.0  9.1  20  8 .. 6 
Sugar  13.5  11.0  11  3.9 
Other  23.0  30.0  23.  30.0  products 
<r1E CUs) 
Table  1c 
1CJ86  PROGRAr-lfelE 
PRODUCT  WORLD  TRANSPORT  COSTS 
PRICE  CIF  FAD 
Cereals  153.5  40  140 
Non-vitamised  Sf1P  934.6  . 
160  290 
Vitamised  SMP  1,057.4 
Butteroil  2,134.1  180  320 
Vegetable  0 i l  1,100  120  210 
Sugar  307.4  75  190 
Beans  BOO  130  180 
Dried  fish  1,500  130  320  .. 
JG 'l'ablo  lei 
I·C  H:XJO  "IIJ 1\Ut.'GI·:J':  '1111·:  "WI~  f.Q fl'  01.:- '11 D~  PAST'' 
.J 986  BUtX::;I':L' 
~OI!"G_TU_Ln~ll  Jnc.luding_credits  Hemaining 
!lead i.nq:3  _l\ppropr it:llions  [nr  1981\  and  1985  credits for 
(2 r  oq  r amnes  ,198~ 
erogramre 
f---
Cereals  l88. 04  25.9  158.5 
Rice  33.1\  9.9  23.5 
I 
[vJ.J.i  1...  j 1  1 u] l.  /8. :)  3.0  7S.O 
I 
Cereals  --- --· 
299.4  42.4  257.0 
r-ti lk  Po\·Jdcr  150.0  55.7  94.3 
Dutteroil  83.0  20.5  62.5 
Sugar  3.0  1.8  1.2 
Vcg.  Oil  10.0  4.7  5.3 
Other  Products  30.0  11.3  18.7 
; 
TOrAL  575.4  I  136.tl  439.0 
.. 
. Jt-· 'Table  1e  ?C  fOOD  AlP  •  BR~AKDOWN INTO  QJRECT/INQJRECT  ANP  NOHHAL/~MtRCtN~ 
(In  tonne9l 
1986  PROCRAMHE 
CtfH~ALS  BICIHH£0  MILK  I'OUII[R  DUITEROIL 
------·----- REGIONS  DIPECT  IHOlRF.CT  DIRECT  INDIRECT  DIRECT  INDIRECT 
MID 
•  COUNTRIES  Uor-ma 1 Emerq.  Normal  Emerq.  Total  Normal  Emerq.  llormal  Emerq  Total  Normal  Emet"9.  Normal  Emerq  Total 
~  2.l.....Q.Q.Q  l.l.....1.li  ~~~ 
.!....M!  L1ll  622  ill  LHZ 
Burkina  F11so  - - 1,500  - - 395  - .39')  - - 50  - so 
Cabo  'JarJ.!  ~.000  - 655  - 9,655  - - 365  - 365  - - - - -
Gambia  - - 961  - 961  - - 373  - 373  - - - - -
Hall  - - 1. 357  - I, 357  500  - 1,164  - 1 '{,64  200  - 200  - 400 
11-'lur! tsnie  12,000  - ~.617  - 1(,,61?  .000  - 505  - 85  400  - 92  - 492 
Nlg.!r  - - - - - 20')  - 720  - 29  - - 30  - 30 
S~nt!qJJl  - - 1.  (J 42  - 1 , fH2  - - 1. 984  - 1,994  - - 50  - 50 
Tchad  - - - - - - - 120  - 120  - - - - -
Yf.!ll.JitR.  2..!L..Q_Q.Q.  - 3.1!2  - n....ll.Q.  ~....J.2Q  - L12Q  - 2.._liQ  JiQ  - - - UQ 
9enln  - - - - -
r ;,0 
- 23 7  - 2l7  - - - - -
Cote d' Ivoire  - - - - - - 60  - 60  - - - - -
~hl31'r]  10,000  - - 10,000  - 520  - 1. 270  250  - - - 250 
Guin~e  6,000  - - - 6,000  - - 110  - 110  - - - - -
Culnf  Bissau  6,0~0  - 29.~  - 6,206  300  - 159  - 459  100  - - - 100 
3l~rra Leone  u,OOO  - - - 6,000  400  - 40  - 440  - - - - -
Togo  - - 3-'  Jl,  - - 65  65  - - - - -
'-tt!IBM.  AEB  L.Z.2Q  - 2...ill  - j_._D.2.2  - - 22!  - m  - - 122  - ill 
Cameroun  - - - - - - - 21  - 21  - - - -
C1!ntra!rlque  - - 170  - llO  - - 180  - 190  - - - -
Conqo  - - - - - - - 125  - 125  - - - -
Sao  Tom~  I, 250  - - - t.  250  - - 55  - 55  - - - -
Zaire  - - 2,479  - 2,479  - - 619  - 618  - - t20  - 120 
tiQfH  QE  ~  .1ll...Q.Q2  - JJU...1.1.1  UJ..il1  2.2 ~~  WQ.Q  - 1.2....2H  11.Q  ll...1.Q1  WQ2  - ill  - L.ll'i 
Djibouti  4,COO  - - - It, etc  - - ISO  - 150  - - - - -
Ethiopia  100,000  - 56,495  22,740  179,235  1,600  - 1,340  170  3,,  10  1,000  - 290  - 1,290 
Somslh  - - 37.960  - 37.960  - - 5,909  - 5,999  - - - - -
Sudan  "20,000  - 9,2';9  5,('01)  3l.~5?  600  - 3,055  - 3,655  "200  - ',,  - 3'~ . 
:  t:  -.. ·:·  -· ...  ~! .  ~·-~-~!  Ll L;;·!  I~--~.! ..  ~  )..  - :c~~:H  ~~  - L1..:U  - :.L.~·~ 
I 
.... , 
c\;L IJI••\1  - - I i 2  - 1 /2  - - 1.5•J  - 130  - - - - -
K••nya  11,000  - - - I 1 ,OCO.  - - 215  - 215  - - - - -
~·  ... ands  - - 222  - 222  - - 130  - 130  - - 550  - 550 
rsn;:an!a  lO,OIJO  - 116  - 10,116  I ,200  - 130  - 1,330  340  - 255  - 595 
Uqanda  - - 773  - 773  501)  - 2,6.36  - 3,136  100  - 805  - 905 
lNPtAH  OC. ~  - 51Q  2QQ  z.L.llQ  ~.5.Q  - W22.  lQ{!  L.ll2  ill - - - U2 
Comores  2,000  - - 2,000  100  - 100  - 200  - - - - -
Hadaqascar  20,000  - 430  200  20,f.50  .350  - 1,199  100  1,6U  180  - - - 190 
Haudtius  - - 100  - 100  - - 100  - 100  - - - - -
sQUIHEH~ a ~  !....QQ2  ~...J.Z.a  ~ll~'l  w  !QQ  h.QQQ  - WQQ  ,lQQ  - ill  - ill 
Angol~t  19,000  - ?,170  - 2 7, I 70  600  - I ,313  - 1,913  200  - 270  - 470 
Botswana  - 4,000  - - 4,000  - 400  - - 400  - - - - -
Lesotho  9,000  - 410  - 9. 410 
Hala,.,i  - - - 3,500  3,500 
Hozernbique  90,000  - 16,04?  - 106,049  300  - 1 ,924  - 2,124  I  100  - 130  - 230 
SWazi lend  - - lo93  4?3  - - 380  - 390 
ZBll1bla  - - 306  - 306  - - 433  - 433  I  - - 35  - 35 
Zimbabc..le  - - - - - - - 50  - 50  !  - - JO  - 30 
SUB-SAHARAN  i 
AFRICA  33-4,250  4,000  146,859  31,440  516,548  7,900  400  25,976  270  34, 4-'6  .3,070  - 3,032  - 6,102 
CMJ.&Jl.E.M!  J..Q2  ~  m:  2®  m 
Guyana  - - - - - 000  - 50  - 350  100  - - - 100 
Jamaica  - - - - - 300  - - - 500  100  - - - 100 
TOTAL  ACP  334,250  4,000  U6,959  31,4401516,54919,600  400  26,026  270  35,2961  3,270  - J,OJ2  - 6,302 
38 - -·  - -·  .. -----·· 
CEREALS  SKlHHED  IULK  POUDER  BUTTEROIL 
PECtONS  DIPECT  INDIRECT  DIRECT  INDIRECT  DIRECT  INDIRECT 
AIID 
CUIINTRIES  Normal  Emerq.  NormAl  Emerq.  Total  Normal  Emet•q.  Normal  Emerq  Total  Normal  Emerq.  Normal  Emer•q  Total 
HIDUE1UW:AN1 90  OO.Q  a..~ma u ... D.ll L.lnl ua  ..... ru L.A.QQ ~  L..QLL  - 1L..1.Zl  .z.....zgg  !Jl$1  ~  - !...6.a 
A I qerfe  - - U2  - 842  - - 300  - 390  - - 90  - 90 
Eqypte  170,000  - IS,ll.S  - 10S,l.33  3,300  4,000  506  - 7,886  2,500  - - - 2,500 
ior·t1nnte  - - 7,0?5  - 7,095  - - 1 ,090  - 1,090  - - 170  - I 70 
·Ch  uco:!a  - - 3,0'3  - 3,043  - - 1 ,1, 2  - 1 ,112  - - 390  - 390 
!..Joan  10,000  s,ooo  2,50i)  1,370  1S,?SO  300  - 1. 218  - 1,518  200  - 205  - 405 
Haroc  - - 6,205  - 6,205  - - - - - - - 290  - 290 
Syrle  - 5,000  6,073  - 1 I ,073  - 500  1,855  - 2,355  - 400  364  - 76" 
Tun isle  - 5,000  6,400  - 11,400  3,000  - 320  - 3,320  - - 50  - 50 
Yemen  POR  - - 2,969  - 2,869  - - 510  - 510  - - - - -
I 
!...,/l/1:.::Ut;h  .u  ..... Q:zJ.  - lWBI.  2..2Q  iZ.....Q~  2......!Q.Q  -~  - 2..Q....ll!J.  w  - z..&2.l  - Wll 
Argentina  - - - - - - - 40  - 40  - - - -
n.) ll·!la  12,000  - - - 12,000  1,000  - 772  - '·  722  200  - 175  - 375 
I 
RrAzil  - - 450  - 450  - - 284  - 284  - - - - -
Chit~  - - '3,359  - 0,35!]  - - 1,,395  - 4,395  - - 260  - 260 
Col••:.,hla  - - ll02  - 902  - - 695  - 695  - - - - -
I 
Cul'-11  - - - - - I  - - 2,635  - 2,635  - - 600  - 600 
Oomlnlca  - - 53  - 53  - - 64  - 64  - - - - -
Oomlnlcsn  Rep  - - 2'}0  - 290  - - 4.lS  - us  - - - - -
Ecuarfor  - - - - - 200  - HS  - 645  - - - - -
E1  Sdvgdor  - - 3,520  250  3,770  - - 430  - 430  - - - - -
Guat~mela  - - 5,140  - 5,140  - - I,  409  - 1,408  - - 135  - 135 
Jla! t 1  - - 7.2~0  - 7,240  - - , ,085  - 1,085  - - 140  - 140 
Honduras  - - - - - 000  - 30  - 830  - - - - -
Hex leo  - - I,  356  - I ,356  - - ~00  - 100  - - - - -
r:to:ar:J1'Hl  '5,1)00  - 5, 6 79  - IO,.S7?  I ,rf'IO  - 767  - 2,567  300  - 682  - 982 
Pare·~uay  - - - - - - - 109  - 109  - - - - -
Peru  6,000  - 845  - 6,845  1,600  - 1,132  - 2, 732  200  - 20  - 220 
Uruquny  - - J7  - 37  - - 182  - 182  - - 15  - 15 
a.5ll  2QZ.....QQQ  l2  ....9~  lll.....lll  li....~ llLlr  .l.......iQ.Q.  - u.z..s  WQ2  u...z..z~  lQQ  - .L..llQ WQ.Q 1..Jlli1 
P~nql~desh152,000  - .10,200  - , !12. :"t11"  - - 50  - so  - - - - -
i 
~ ..... ,.  '  - ...  ..  :  ..  .:..·  ··":  - - ; 
••  t  .....  J  ., .  ..  "• 
·t;:  .  !  •  .: 
I n•l • ·1  - - 2UU  - .,.,,  ..  - J.  0  1.~  - 3,UJ.3  - - :?SO  - 2•,o  "'·' 
Indonesia  - - 19,929  - ....  ,~ 
800  - 591  - 1,381  300  - 70  - 370 
Iran  - - 8,000  - 9,00  - - - - - - - - - -
Kampuchea  - - 1. 449  - 1. 449  - - - - - - - - - -
u~ral  10,000  5,000  - - 15,00  - - 06  - 96  - - 65  - 65 
Pakistan  - - 62,766  - 6Z, 76fl
1  600  - saz  2,500  3,682  - - 2,300  1,500  3,800 
Phtllrpines  - - 100  3,000  3,100!  - - - - - - - - - -
Sd Lanka  "0,000  - l4  - 40, 034;  - - 330  - 330  - - - - -
rhail'1nd  - - - 30,000  .30,000  - - 25  - 25  - - - - -
'J 1.: ~ill'll  - , . 50fJ  l,  SCH\  - - Jjj  - 333  - - 40  - 40 
!  -· 
ron!.  I  !  ... 304! '·  700  I 
HON-ACP  405,000  47,000  229,094  36,120 717,214
1
13,400  4,500  30,?042,500  400  6,826  1,500  12.426 
; 
TOTAL  ALL  I 
COUNTRIES  739,250  51 ,000  .375, 952  36,12C 1233,762  22,000  4,900 56,9301,770  96,600 i 6,970  400  q,~g 1,500  tS, lUi 
I  I 
OESTINA- I  I  ~.S7z..  TION  NOT  10,000  -
48,238  - 50,230  - - 7,150  350  1,soo 1  - 9,572  -
VET  ._NOUN  ; 
GRANO  749,250  51,000  424,190  6 7. 56(  ~ 292,000  22,000  4,900  64,0803,120  94,100  6,970  400  19,430 1,500  27,300 
TOTAL 
TOTAL  AS  58  4  JJ  5  24  5  69  3  26  2  68  5 
l  TOTAL  1007.  100l  --, 
100~ 
ALLOCATED  62 
I  39  29  71  27  71  ! 
Notes: 
132,000t  f~om the  exceptional  reserve,  Cor  Ethiopia and  Hozambtque 
allocatlon3 on  1996  credits for  1987  UFP  project~:  14,190t cereals and  7,175t butteroil 
(1)  Includes 
(1)  Includes 
<31  Includes 
c:'  utmca: 
7,110  •  SHP  all~cated to  ~cos from  rema1nin1  1986  pro?ramme  food  aid re:erves,  for  1997  NCO  projects. 
shared betueen  Ethiopia,  Iran,  Honduras,  Ke~ico for  r~Cugees. 
:. EC  NORMAL  DIRECT  FOOD  AJD 
1985  AND  1986  PROGRA~HES 
lUG ION  I  C.ruls  S.l't.P.  Butterotl  Veg.  Oil  Sugar- Other- Pr-oducts 
(MECUl 
fltiiH lilt 
t98S  1986  I'JiiS  1986  1985  1986  1985  1986  1985  1986  1985  1986 
~  105,000  21,000  2,300  1,100  1,500  ~ 
:·..: ..  ·~  : j: J  3;:;  I  1!,C':'J  (1)  -- -- - - - - - - - -
(JbO  Verde  7,000  9,000  600  -- 200  - - - - - - -
M3ti  14,000  (1)  500  500  200  200  - - - - - -
1~-1\Jr; tan I'!  14,000  12,000  800  r,oo  800  400  - - - - - -
Nig~r  26,000  (1)  400  200  - - - - - - - -
Hn•h.Jo~l  17,000  - - - - - - - - - - -
ichad  16,000  (1)  - - 300  - - - - - - -
w~-;r  Af~lCA  25,000  lJ,OOO  1,200  1
1  1,)0  '·00  350 
Gl'lan<t  10,000  10,000  900  750  300  250  - - - - - -
t;uin~e  Con.  4,000  6,000  - - - - - - - - - -
(il)i:o.l  81 ss  ..  S,OUO  6,000  300  .300  100  100  - - - - - -
Sierra  Leone  6,000  6,000  - 400  - - - - - - - -
C:F.NTIUL  AFRICA  1,000  t,ZSO  .!QQ.  100 
Sao  To .. ~  e  Prin.  1,000  1,250  - - - - 100  100  - - - -
I:CRH  OF  -'rl!ICA  1Zl,OOIJ  12'·,000  2,600  2,200  1,600  1,200  122.  800  0.16 
.l)f H·outi  4,0CO  4,000  - - - - - - - - - 0.16 
!  ..  . .. 
: 
- - : 
_,  .. ·  .. 
!\uc.la.'\  (3)  20,000  1,000  600  500  200  - 500  - - - -
fA:H  AFRlCA  21,000  21,000  I ,300  1, 700  340  440 
Burur~di  - - 100  - - - - - - - - -
Kenya  11,000  11 ,oco  - - - - - - - - - -
Tanzani J  10,000  10,000  1,200  1,200  340  340  - - - - - -
l.lqanrla  - - - 500  - 100  - - - - - -
lNOtAN  OCEAN  16,000  22,000  700  4SO  300  180  100  200  100 
Como res  1,000  2,000  JOO  100  100  - - 100  200  100  - -
Madagascar- 15,000  20,000  1,00  35U  200  180  - - - - - -
SOUTHERN  AfRtCA  80,000  117,000  500  900  100  300  300  1,200  .!.:!  g 
''n•J<"l l '!  1~,oco  18,CCIJ  - 600  - zco  - - - - - -
Bots~o~ana  4,000  (4)  200  (4)  - - - - - - - -
Lesotho  J,OOO  9,000  - - - - - - - - - -
Mof3mbfque  40,000  90,000(2)  300  300  100  100  300  1,200  - - 1.6  3.2 
Zambia  15,000  (1)  - - - - - - - - - -
TOTAL  AFRICA  370,000  134,250  8,600  7,800  4,240  3,070  700.  2,200  200  100  1.6  4.96 
..  contd. Jabl~ 2a  contd.  (  in tonnesl) 
MI:GIOH  I 
C~r~als  S.M.P.  Butt~rot  l  v~g. ott  Sugar  Other  Produ 
(P1ECU) 
t:fiiiNIRY 
19BS  1'1KI'I  1985  1986  198'\  1986  1985  1986  1985  1Y86  198')  198 
. .  ~  .  --·  . ·-~·- 1---- -··- ···- •..• ------·-· -·--·  .. ··----·----. 
r  ,,_u_1_11~ ,_r  ..:.._~  _IL!.!!_I!l  IIIIIJ  JZS  lOU 
t.r r•udrfd  - 21lll  - t,o  - - - - - - ~ 
....  ,  ....  ct  - - 300  300  18S  100  - - - - - -
Jollllaica  - - 500  500  100  100  - - - - - -
I 
I 
J  0 TAu.:..£.:.~  370,000  334,250  9,600  8,600  4,565  3,270  700  2,200  200  100  1.6  4.96 
I 
HEOl IERRAIIE.\N  128,000  130,000  8,001!  6,600  2,100  2, 700  1,000 
I  [g1pte  120,000  170,000  '·· 500  J,JOO  1,900  2,500  - - 1,000  - - -
I  ibart  8,000  10,000  '.iOO  JOO  200  200  - - - - - -
I 11r'1 ~ i 1!  - - 3,000  3,000  - - - - - - - -
I 
UIT!.'I  .\ME!liCA  19,000  23,000  5,200  5,400  700  700  1,000  1,000  hl  hl 
Rollvia  10,000  12,000  1,000  1,000  200  200  ;oo  500  - - 0.8  0.8 
Er.uJdor  - - 200  200  - - - - - - - -
Haiti  z,coo  (!}  - - - - - - - - - -
.. onduras  - - 800  800  - - - - - - - -
Hicar~gua  5,000  5,000  1,300  1,800  300  300  500  500  - - 2.8  2.8 
P~ru  2,000  6,000  1  ,t,QO  1,600  zoo  200  - - - - - -
:  ~ ,_.  1 ~,,  ,...,  ..... ,  ..  ,~  ...  '1.'11"  _,  - ....  -..  :  ~- .''i.. 
I  /1  ~~'I J  :; '')  -~:~:10..  _~_.:_;-~!-~ 
;  .. -.  'J  ~  ••. : p  ')"  1 '·'-. -~r..-J  t: ~: ,uco  I 
- - - - 1,000  1,000  - - - -
.. 
Jrodia  - - 16,000  - 3,  750  - - - - - - -
lndon~s  Ia  - - - 800  - 300  - - - - - -
N~r"'t  - 10,0CO  - - - - - - - - - -
I 
~d~ro;tJn  - - 800  600  650  - soo  500  - - - -
Philippine~  - - 600  - - - - - - - - -
.;r i  L.1nlo;,r  40,000  40,001)  .  - - - - - - - - -
-
I  TOTAL~~  527,000  '·05,000  :50,600  1  ~,t,OO  7,200  3,700  2,500  2,500  1,000  - 3.6  3.6 
TOTAL  All 
COUNTRIES  697,000  739,250  40,200  22,000  111765  6,970  3,200  4,700  1,200  100  g  ~ 
RHAP.:  I 
Sub-Saharan 
I 
I 
Africa  l70,000  33'·,250  8,600  7,800  4,240  3,070  700  2,200  200  100  1.6  4.96 
I 
Caribbean  - - 1,000  800  325  200  - - - - - -
H~dlterranean  128,000  130,000  8,000  6,600  2,100  2,700  - - 1,000  - - -
.I 
Latin  Am~rica  19,000  23,000  5,200  5,400  700  700  1,000  1,000  - - 3.6  3.6 
I 
Asia  180,CCO  202,000  17,400  1,400  4,400  300  1,500  1,500  - - - - . 
I 
' 
C1>  "Substitution" actions 
<2>  From  the  Exc~ptlonal  Res~rve :  Ethi~pia, 60,000  t  cereals  ;  Mozambiqu~,  40,000  t  cereals,  1,000 t  vegetable oit and  1.6 MECU 
<J>  Sudan  :  16,000  t  c~r~als mobilised as  em~rg~ncy aid  of  oth~r products. 
(4)  Botswana  :  4,000  t  cereals  and  400  t  SMP  mobilised  as  emergen~y- aid 
.-
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 Table2c 
EC  NOFtlAL  DIRECT  FOOD  AJD:  FREE  DISTRIBUTION 
1986  PROGRAMME 
QUANTITIES 
COUNTRY  .11\lt  Use  Cereals  vit SHP 
HQRN  OF  AFR 
Djibouti  VGF  - -
Ethiopia  Drought/  100,000  1. 600 
FFtd 
W~SI AFRICA 
SLarra 
Leone  VGF  - J,QQ 
Comoces  \'GF  - 100 
~ARIBBEAN 
Jamaica  VGF  - 500 
LATIN  AMERICA 
Bolivia  VGF  12,000  1 ,000 
Ecu~d~.:H~  'Jr.r- ·- :-'fl() 
f  : : .;  ~ t  ~  _t  ~ (:.a .-3  '.J t ·1  - 300 
Peru  VGF  - 1 '600 
ASIA 
Bangladesh VGF/FFw  20,000  -
Pakistan  VGF  - 600 
TOTAL  1986  132,000  6,300 
-
As  ~  total 
normal  direct  19  29 
1985  Free 
Distribution  146,500  B, 110 
(1)  VGF:  vulnerable-group  feeding 
FFW:  food  for work 
(2)  Includes  transport costs 
(tonnes> 
BO  vo 
- -
1 ,000  300 
- -
- -
100  -
200  500 
I 
; 
- -
200  -
- -
- 500 
1. soc  1 ,300 
22  28 
2,835  1. 300 
--
Beans 
200 
-
-
-
-
1 ,000 
-
-
-
-
1,200 
11 
1. 200 
TOTAL 
VALUE 
<'000  ECU> 
' 
198 
3,4.34 
423 
122 
742 
6,985 
I 
365 
2. 411 
3,870 
1 ,340 
20,0U9 
12 
na 
-Table  2d  MODES  0 F  11~1\NSPOR I 
EC  FOOD  AID 
1986  PROGRAMME 
~~_..;,.___._____--'------] 
SUO-SAHARAN  CARIBOEAN  MEDITERRANEAN  LATIN  AMERICA  ASIA  --
AFRICA 
I 
Ethiopia 
Lesotho 
i·la l i 
t·1 au r i t a n i e 
Niger 
Uganda 
Angola 
Cabo  Verde 
IJjibouti 
Ghana 
Guinee 
Guine  Bissau 
Mo~~mbique 
Sao  Tom~ 
Sierra  Leone 
Sudan 
Tanzania 
Kanya 
Madag3scar 
(1)  FREE  AT  DESTINATION  (FAD) 
Bolivia 
<2)  COST,  INSURANCE,  FREIGHT  (ClF) 
Guyana 
Jamaica 
(3)  FREE  ON  BOARD  (FOB) 
Egypte 
Liban 
Tunisie 
Honduras 
Nicaragua 
Pert! 
Ecuador 
Honduras 
Peru 
~tepa t 
Bangladesh 
Indonesia 
Sri  Lanka 
1 fable- 3a 
EC  HOR"Al  NGO  FOOO  AID  :BY  BENEFICIARY  COUNTRY 
1986  PROGR~nME 
in  tonn~s) 
COUNTRY  CEREALS  SMP  BU JTEROIL  VEG.OIL  SUGAR  BEANS  DRIED  FISH 
S.\:1El  51 t, 34  J,e77  7J  70  50  .ill.  .ill. 
Bu~ldna  Fi:JSO  - 395  - 30  20  54  29 
C3bn  V!!rde  655  365  - - - 15  -
G,Jrnb i a  961  258  - - - - -
i~a l i  757  302  - - - 20  15 
i'!auritanie  1,319  135  40  - - - 15 
Ni~~r  - 413  30  20  30  17  30 
S~n~ga\  11742  1, 909  - 20  - 45  25 
Tchad  - 120  - - - - -
Y:.sr  ),F.J.IC.\  B.Q.  905 
B~nin  - 1QO  - - - - -
Cdte  o' l11oi re  - 60  - - - - -
Gh.)'H  - 520  - - - - -
Guin,.  Bissau  286  158  - .•  - - -
Togo  34  65  - - - - -
CENTRAL  .HR.  2,649  743  120  .!1  30  ll  30 
CentrafriQu~  170  - - - - - -
Congo  - 125  - - - -
Sao  Tom!  - - - 15  - 1S  -
Zaire  Z,479  618  120  - 30  1S  30 
HOlm  OF  AFR.  19,441  3,217  75  240  400  89  lQ_ 
' 
J).  ·.  tf.: 
I  1l'."  •.  - -
i  E  t  ~. i  , ..  17 ,-;;?  1
1 QI.Q  3U  1S  30  ,,4  -
So::ql ia  2'·0  78  - 40  20  - -
Sudan  1,279  1, 999  45  185  350  45  20 
EAST  .H~ICA  .!J..ill.  ~  ~  20  105  ll 
au~undl  17Z  130  - - - - -
KenyJ  - 195  - - - - -
Rwanda  172  130  - - - 15  -
Tanzania  116  30  15  - 15  - -
Uganda  773  436  25  20  90  - -
H-10 tAN  OCEAN  ~80  EQ  2.Q. 
Co111ores  - 100  - - - - -
Madagascar  .380  470  - - - 90  -
Hauri t 1us  100  - - - - - -
SOUTHER"  AFR.  17,340  2,860  .!_?1  15  60  476  ~ 
Anqnlll  985  1,1'>8  ?.0  - 20  1?3  n 
Ho~amblqut  t6,049  1, 249  90  15  20  .353  50 
Swaz Hand  - 20  - - - - -
Zambia  306  383  .35  - 20  - -
Zimbabwe  - 50  30  - - - -
TOTAl  AFRICA  46,397  13,111  480  350  645  854  229 
.,_ 
contd. 
Ltt Tabl~  3a  c:ontd. 
COUNTRY  CEREALS  SHP  BUTTEROll  VEG.OIL  SUGAR  BEANS  DRIED  'ISH 
HED I TE RRANEAN  4,700  2,445  80  60  30  :30 
.\lg~rh  695  1,015  40  - 20  30  30  I  ? 
Fqyote  420  540  - - 15 
Jord.1ni~  - 80  15  - -
I. ib.1n  2,580  770  25  - 15 
H.~roc  1,005  -
runlsie  - 40 
LA TIN  AMERICA·  29,1,24  10,999  550  ill.  lQQ.  !!!!  166 
Bt>l iv  f l  - 72  15 
eras i l  45~  150  -
Chfte  3,5B  4,345  260  - 185  110  50 
Cvtombi-l  302  695  - 20  - - -
Ool'ftinlt.J  53  64  - - - 15  36 
Oor.'linican  ~.?p.  290  435  - - - 20 
Ecuador  - 445  - - - -
El  Salvador  3,520  430  - 40  - 397 
Gu.Jte111ala  5,140  1,408  135  15  - 97  30 
llaiti  6,640  935  40  JO  - 100  20 
1:,~nrfur~:;  ..  ., 
~' ...  - -
:\ i L=,.  ,•  •  ~:  I  ,•'  ..  l'i 
I  : ·,.' .1 :J  I~~  ..  ,.,}  ..  - - -
I  f'eru  845  1,082  20  - - - -
Uruguay  37  182  15  - 15  - -
ASIA  4,?49  4,750  240  lQ.  105  71 
lndiil  - 2,983  150  - 90  15  -
lndon~sia  581  20  - - 40  -
I  - I  Xatnnur.hl!a  1,449  - - 15  - - - ! 
Nt>~'l t  - 86  30  - - - -
PJ~istan  2,766  412  - 15  - - -
Sri  LJnlo  34  330  - - - - -
H1.1i l3nd  - 25  - - - 16  -
Vietna111  - 333  40  - 15  16  -
TOTAL  NOH-ACP  38  573  18,194  870  150  355  921  196 
TOTAL  All  as  470  31,305  1,350  COUPHRIES  500  1,000  1,775  425 
<2.06  H.ECU) 
1986  NGO  CREDfTS  90  000  32,110  1,350  500  ',000  2.16 M.ecu 
t 
3.\LMIC,  ...... L 
4, 5J0( I)  803 (1)  - - - 0.1  ".ECU (ZJ 
---- -- - --~--- ~------------ -------------
(1)  Allocated  fn  early  1987  for  1987  NGO  programmes 
(2)  Allocated  as  50,000  ECU  tac:h  to  Vietna~ and  Sudan  for  "other products• 
~ 
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NCO 
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1
Ai3BE  Pl ERRE' S 
CHILDREN  AID 
( DK) 
ALIHENT~TION 
ET  DEVELOPPE 
r-1EN1'  DE 
£.'ENFANT  (f) 
ASSOCI.&.TION 
t\WE  AU  TIEUS 
C·lONDE  (f) 
.1\SSOCIATION 
fRANCAISE 
PO'JR  LA  STE. 
'f:~Jc-MI,.-F'.  (  ~  ) 
CI\R!TAS 
BELGIC,\  (B) 
CARITAS 
GERMANY  (D) 
BENEF I ClARY 
----------
Indi  a 
Ethio  pia 
Indon  esia 
na  r.::lSO 
al  ,\f r i t:an 
lie 
Ourl.:i 
Cenlr 
Repub 
Chi 1·~ 
Ivory 
Madag 
Peru 
Seneg 
Sri  L 
Togo 
Coast 
ascar 
al 
anka 
as.:ar 
Algerid 
Burundi 
Djibouti 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Jordan 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Rwanda 
Sao  Tome  & 
Pr inc i pc 
Tunisia 
Zaire 
CEREALS 
--------
-
570 
-
-
170 
325 
-
150 
30 
101 
34 
J4 
lH 
172 
-1,640 
172 
7·10 
---- - -·-----
Chile  ja,033 
Egypt  420 
Ethiopia  ~1,  4~0  India 
1\enya 
Lebanon  I 
Mozambique  2,304 
Niger 
Uganda  581 
::.Jmbia  251 
I.'JfHi  ~GO I:'Or)ll  1\ ~ ll 
_ l.'~!)_fL  ~  'l_l~JCIMNt-m 
SMP  BUTTEROIL  SUGAR  VEC.  OIL  BEANS  ·oRIEO  FISH 
-----------1----------- -------
._ _________ ~ _______ j  ___________ 
150  - - - - - I 
I 
- - - - -
GO  20  - 40  . 
I 
100  - - - - -
- 25  15  - - 60  - -
155  - - -
162  - - - .. 
125  - - ..  - .. 
30  - - - - - 65  - -
i 
I  210  - - - 37.5j  -
t  I 
' 
20 
lJO 
15 
10 
1,166  135  30 
260  15  20 
30 
t09 
95 
130  15  30 
15  18 
·10 
5~0  120  30  15  30 
4,260  230  185  110  so 
230 
650  30  15  15  44 
891 
130 
225  25  15 
440  ss  20  65  15 
185  IS  20 
286  25  15 
291  20 T.1bl P..)t,  Ccont inued) 
2 
N(:tJ  ! 
~AU  1'1'1\:i 
--··.·! 
c 
N 
.( 
'I'  I\ 1.11\N/\  (I) 
ArliTI\S 
£-:l':lol.ANC."..:CA 
~·L) 
111-:NI·:I-'It ~II\  If Y 
Cui n•!a  n lss.tu 
Scn~'l~l 
Somr.ll. ia 
Sudan 
Uruguay 
Ghana 
1\ngola 
Bel iv ia 
Cape  Verde 
Colombia 
Dominican  Rep. 
c 
R 
s 
-. 
ATIIIJL[C 
ELlEr 
F.HVICES 
Clll 
-· 
I 
I 
11-Jiti 
Peru 
~:cuador 
llurkino  f"asn 
Oom in i c.1 
Ecuador 
EL  Salvador 
Gambia 
Gh3na 
Guatemala 
fndia 
lnd,Jnes i a 
Jordan 
Pakistan 
Senegal 
!· 
J Morocco 
..  ··-~ ··------- _._ ___ .. .. - ..  ··-·-··- . 
·;, __  ,  ,, I u !'I 
I  k,•j  ~ttl t\ L[  (  L) 
-
1  c:-ll:~,;,t
1Jo 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I  Egypt 
Cual~mdla 
rnd i ·J 
r-laddgdS~d  r 
N·~pd t 
I 
-· 
d·:lli·:AJ.~; 
-
30 
210 
195 
37 
-
507 
-
.l) 
802 
-
·1, 250 
815 
-
53 
3,520 
961 
500 
1,005 
2,766 
450 
···-··  . ·-·- ·- . 
; 
~iMI•  Ull'l"l'l·:trn  I 1.  ~il Jr.Ai«-.  VI·:W:.  .,,,,  IU·:J\N:1  I IJffl J·:IJ  1-'1 :;if • 
I 
- i 
! 
I  IJO  - - - - -
HS  - - .~0  45  25 
78  - 20  - - -
165 
--·  15  so  - - !  -
l 
182  15  15  - - -
210  - - - - -
97  - 20  - 26  - I  72  15  - ..  - - i  17)  - -
650  - - :!0  - -
I  - - 330  - - -
LOO  LS  6o  - - - - 750  20  - - - 240  .- - - - -
- - - - 15  36 
64  - - - 15  - 205  - -
430  - - 40  397  - i  258  - - - - - JlO  - - - - i 
l95  - - - 97  - I 
890  - - - - -
I  506  - - - -
so  15  - 15 
i 
- .  '  - - - - I 
•112  -
I  - - - -
I  - - - - - -
-- -· ----!--·-·---·-··-·· ·-----·--· ·------;--------··----·-------1 
.. 
i  -
-
CIIHl!;Tl<\N  AfO  ! 
(UK)  I 
CINTEhi\D  (B)  ! 
I  I  ··-· 
~~~,,--~--:::::trus--iToo---· -···-_-----~~----~ ·--~-}--.. ~  -- ;  · 
·- ·---~-..1- .. - ·.-:-~~.--·-- :.-_r~ 
----_  _; 
l-::c=-=o~M-:-:1:-:::D:-:E=-.  '""'(:-::D~) ---1---=z-<l  ....  t_r:_e_. ·---·--_-·---. 
CONCERN  ( lRL I 
kuTSCtiE  WELT-
~iU~ICERH  I LFE  ( D) 
!DEVELOPMENT  A I 0 
FROM  PEOPLE  TO 
PEOPLE  (OK) 
!!JtM:ONISCHES 
~ERK (D) 
cti-i re-·--
Nicara9ua  680 
-
116 
50  -
t . 
! 
i 
I 
60 
15 
15--
- - -
- - - - -
50 
-
-
-
- ··-- .. ·---::- +--~. . -. .  . 
..  - i  .. 
-- --- ··----··-- - -
-
15 
.  50,000 
I  20  I 
I 
. r~ble3b  Ceontinu~d) 
3 
!tii'I'CII  I N'I'I-:H-
r:111 JHI.II  1\ 111 
I  rtdiJfl(•~j i •I 
Nit"it(.llJII•I 
I'•'  I  u 
520 
Sud~n  (~rilrea)  710 
I •; 
I ·10 
1':J 
350 
- -
20  30 
25  45  20 
F_R_E_R_E--S~D-E~S-------·~~Z-a~i-r_e  __________  ~-,7--3-9--~---------·--~-----------r---._---T-----:---+--------~---
HONNES  (B)  ---4------r-- ·----...  r---------·------+----- - -----t-·- -----:--··--
f:~CP.f~S  DES  -----•  Senegal 
HOM11ES  (F) 
G£1-1EI NSCIIAFT 
ZUR  FODERUNG 
SOZ. -HEO. 
STIFTUNGEN  (Dl 
-,-N=T=EP-- ..  .,..,N"!"'"AT==-t  O~NA~L --1--Tn.d  i a 
OF 
660 
I 
-· --- -----··. --- -··--1------- ··--- ----..--·  B7  20  15  15  j 
250 
I 
! 
I 
I 
i  ASSOCCATION 
OF  CO-WORKERS 
norm.:n  rERESA toL 
r_r_N_T_E_~-N~A_T  __  I_O.,..,~I-A_L __ I  S•Jd7"a_n  _____  ~----_-·-1---_----1------_-- -..J...---_--+---_- I  -.f---.__----1 
- I  I 
1 CHlUSTU-i·J  Thai land  - - - - I  I 
I  I 
I RELIEF  (IJ!<)  !Jg.Jnda  112  15  - - -
i·  .,..o..,..,x-=r-:-N-.,..,t ______  -t---:-A7"l_g_e_r,...i -a---t----.4  as-.  r--·2 6  o  15 
20 
·- --· -·:---1 --·  ----i 
1 BELGIQUE  (B)  Angola  208  L  30 
Cape  Verde  475  93 
Dominican  290  lOS 
l!epubl ic 
.Mozambique  - 130 
Ni~aragud  1,410  112 
Sudan  84  210 
zo 
65 
1 5  1 5 
(Eritrea)  ' 
1-n:::-r-~:· 't'Y!-- ·  ~~~~:;-,--+-.,..._,-.  1  ....  ~-=-o~- --~:.~-.  --'-·--·-~·  ---:-:--~--·---.;.i--2·-...,·-~'-----·-
i  ,  I \  t  - 1 ;·O  - I  lJO 
I 
. ·,  ,. 
'  ! .r  !  '  r •  .~ ·l 
Tigra) 
r.tt."':.: ,1mb i que  SLO 
·----·---- ----·-----· 
I  PROTOS  If a i t  1  2 ..  l'~O  625  40 
i =~-=--=~'=""""----r-·.--~  '-·  1 ROYAL  COMMON- I;,d-,-. a--..  - -------·Ts·o--·- ----,  ..  lO.  ·-·--:----:. 
WEALTH  SOCI El"Y 
F'OR  THE  DLIND 
(UK) 
i 
40 
~  SA~V~E~~DT~H~~~--FU--~~-D---t-Tsr~n;d~iii~aLa_n_k  __  a ____  t--_~-------i~--~~0~3~~--·~-----:-----~---=---+-------- ----_--4----
(UK)  Ugand.l  1  - 40  - - : 
----------------~M~o~za~m~b~~iq~u~e~--
1
~6~,0~-~0~0~--I~--~-----+-----~-~---T--------Jr----~-
SECOURS  CATHO- Benin  tOO  _  _  _ 
LIQUE  FRANCAIS  Burkina  Faso  145  - - -
( F )  Chad  1 2 0  - - -
.:omores  I  - 100 
Congo  - l25 
Djibouti  .
1
r  - 60 
Mali  - 195 
Senegal 
1 
- 640  ! 
- l  I 
LA IRE  Senegal  - _  165  _  _ 
37.5 
SECOURS  POPU- Cape  Verde  _  _  99  _  _  II 
FRANCAIS  'v" io.!lnam  •  - 1-18  - .  -
( F)  Leban•>n  - - 100  - =  _  !  - ~ 
~,_-·  _O_C_I-ETE_D_E_S_T-t-L-e_b_a_no-n---+--8-0--I----_-.-.  -1---_-·-+--- _  _.,•----··--,--_--,...;! -·-- ---
VINCENT  DE  Madgascar  - 45 
l,AUL  (F) 
I 
SOLIC·ARITE 
50C[ALISTE 
i 
~!~:,~;~~e  ,  ~~-r--,--~.  ;:-···~----~-
\. ____  .....;_ ___ -----.  =--1._  ......... . 
_l _____ ·--
- I 
25 
I 
. L. -- --- . :  . 
)o rable?b  (cont inueJ) 
4 
1505  DOITES  OF.  India 
I.A l'r  ( U)  Zalre 
··-· 
lsos  S/\IIF:l  Burkina  fa  so 
lunr::IW/\TtONI\f.  Hi! 1 i 
(F)  Mauritania 
Niger 
Senegal 
----
·rpCC,\ lRE  { I rl!.)  }:afllpu.=hea 
I 
Vietnam 
WOR r.n  COIH'.JC I r.  Algeria 
Of'  CIIUHCIII-:S  t.ngol a 
lCII)  Z<'lmbi a 
llonduras 
WOHLO  Vl5ION  Mozambique 
OF  8!li'rAHI 
(UK) 
-
TOTAL 
l_ 
I 
I 
= 
- - - .. 
- 150 
757  107 
1, 319  135 
- 228 
498  S64 
I 
1,4H  ... 
- -
290  7)5 
15  865 
ss  90 
- -
6,000  -
82,970 I 
23,230 
PLUS  CTIIER  PRODUCTS 
I  I 
-·-
- -
f  - - - - - - - - I  ----·---
- 20  )0  I 
39  29 
- ..  - 20  15 
40  - - - 15 
30  15  - 17  30 
- - - - -
-
- - 15  I 
- - - ECU  50,000  - -
···-·-·· 
25  20  15  - - - - -
35  - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
1,350  1,000  500  - I 
42~ 
ECU  100,000 
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IRECIP£ENT  COUNTRY 
-
ALGER If\ 
ANGOLA 
!3ANGLADESH 
I  BENIN 
l8HUTAii 
GOLIVIA 
'BOTSWANA 
8fV\ZIL 
8Ur.KINf\  FASO 
OURUNOI 
CAr1EROUN 
CABO  VERDE 
CENTRAFRICA 
CHINA 
COLOMBIA 
CONGO 
CUBA 
DJIBOUTI 
ECUADOR 
EGYPT 
ETHIOPIA 
GAMBIA 
I GHANA 
GUINEA  SIS. 
GUINEA  CON. 
GUINEA  EQ. 
GUAYANA 
HONDURAS 
H~DIA 
It!OONES IA 
JAMAICA 
JORDAN  I  KENYA 
LEBANON 
LESOTHO 
LIBERIA 
MADAGASCf,R 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURITANIA 
MAURITIUS 
MEXICO 
MOROCCO 
MOZAMBIQUE 
EC  NORMAL  FOOD  AID  :  INTERNATIONAL  ORGANISATIONS 
1986  PROGRAi1HE 
·- -------.  - ...  -·- ..  - -----
CERE,.LS  CEREALS  MILK  BUTTER  VEGETABLE 
I.E.F.R.  POWDER  OIL  OIL 
f-·-----r--- 48 
- ----.  ---- ·-- .... ___  -----------__  _10_5__  .. 
--~-Q-=-900 ·-·--------- -
-------- _____ 192  __  -
10  -------·- ·- ----~----- --600  238  -------r--·  -
.... -··  ·- ·- 134 
·- --- ..  ·- ---·-------
----- -. 
2.466  5 
121  - -----
900 
180 
20.600  3.805  4.076 
1- -
2.635  1.200 
50  -
_15.11L- 564  -- 28.092  350  200 
415 
133  --
19.628  . 
6.164  515 
1.642 
300  --
_  _M,L_ 
·-----
1.029  680  ··-
22 
600  607 
200  42  -
5.050  120 
875  170 
.. - . 
Table  3d 
page  1  of  3 
OTHER 
PRODUCTS 
----· --- - .. ·- -·- ---------
-
----------- -------· 
------
-
-·· 
-
-.....  - ··- ~--· 
RECIPIENT  COUNTRY  CEREALS  CEREALS 
I.E.F.R. 
NEPAL 
NICARAGUA 
NIGER 
PAKISTAN 
P." R  !\.GU.~ Y 
SAO  TOME  &  P. 
Scr·MLIA 
SUDAN 
SWAZ !LAND  6.Q~ 
SY~IA  ___5...5~L_ 
TANZANIA 
TUNISIA  - - .  --------------· 
UGANDA  __  _.3_ _  _<l6L_ 
'rEiviEN  A.R.  -·---
i  YEt·1EN  P.D.R.  ~  RQ1 
ZAMdiA 
.._ ____  . 
- ...  --
TOTAL  ALLOCATION  144.142  48 
. ----·---. -- -·  - --- -· 
MILK-·  -BUTTER 
POWDER  OIL 
315 
1.411 
115 
562  __ __j .747 
500 
55 
460 
1  256 
360 
1  540  289. 
100  240 
-- .... -- 45Q.._  --- --:;sc,---· 
1  600 
2.70 
Q?CJ  6."') 
c;n 
.. ----- -- -· 
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VEGETABLE  OTHER 
OIL  PRODUCTS 
421 
77 
________ ...... - ·--
---··-·  ..  --·-··.  .. -···- -------- ....  -----. ·-----------
--·-
I  I 
21.600  11.740  498  1 
COUNTRY  f 
;  RECIPIENT  CEREALS  CEREALS 
I.E.F.R. 
MILK 
POWpE_R 
BUTTER 
OIL 
VEGETABLE 
OIL 
OTHER 
PRODUCTS 
l
l  ANGOLA 
t:THIOPIA 
HONOURAS 
-·-- -----r-----1-----r-----r-----•-----~ 
2.031  so  50 
7.390  650  350 
50 
IRAN  B.OOO 
MALAWI  ~~2~.~6~53~-r-------T-------1--------r--.1~0~0--+-------+-----~ 
M~ICO  .. ~1~=3=56~.~--~--~-~1=0~0~+-~~~~·~~1n5~0~~------~------~ 
PAKISTAN  ~~Q~------~~--~2~.5~0~0~+-~3~.5~0~0~---~60~0~~------~-------J 
SOMALIA  37.720  5.550  700 
THAILAND  ~J[OO  ZAIRE  1.895  ----- ----t-------1·-----
TOTAL  ALLOCATION  .1~f~-=0""74"'5~_  -_•- __ - ____  -__  -_- __ - ___ -_- __ '-_- __ - s-:·85CJI~.5UU  2.000--+-----1-------
·-·-- --· ·-- ---- --·--- -·- ..  ·--·-- ···- --· ----·-____  , 
--- ---------------·  ····-·-- ------------·- ·----~----J 
RECIPIENT  COUNTRY  CEREALS  CEREALS  MILK  BUTTER  VEGETABLE  OTHER 
I.E.F.R.  POWDER  OIL  OIL  PRODUCTS 
----
JORDAN  1.731  625  155 
CIS  JORDAN/GAZA  2.747  1.112  990 
LEBANON  448  180 
SYRIA  522  315  75 
TOTAL  ALLOCATION  .. ___.2_p_3 70  ___ 2..,!_?00  800 
---·------ ------·-···--·  ·-.  --·· .  -'  f 
t 
i 
i 
I 
I 
' 
RECIPIENT  COUNTRY  CEREALS  CEREALS 
I.E.F.R. 
-----
ALGERIA  100 
C3ANGLAOESH  zoo 
BOLIVIA 
BURKINA  2.500 
8URrlA 
CHILE 
-12-.200  ETHIOPIA 
GUYANA  -
HAITI  tg  __  HWIA  -------
!NI)ONESIA  3JJ.O 
MADAGASCAR  50---- ----- --~- -·- - --
MALAWI  5D_O_ 
NALI  ------
MAURITANIA  _3_._3.00 
i·1AUR 1  T  I US  -
MOROCCO  _  _15_Q__ 
MOZAMBIQUE 
PERU 
. PHILIPPINAS  100  .. -- ----------
RWANDA  _____ SQ __ ------·· ---· ---. 
SENEGAL  -- ·--- 100  . --- ·------- ...  ·- "-
TI.JNIS!A  150 
MILK  BUTTER 
POWDER  OIL 
50 
50 
50 
50 
so 
50 
250 
50 
100  100 
50  109 __ 
50  -
- -·  __ 5_0 --- .... -- -----······--
200 
100  -
50 
-----
_2Q  ____ 
145  40 
50 
------·- --- --·--·- .. -
--------- _____ ?.9  ··- 75  50  --.  - -........ ··-.-.- ---··.  50 
....... 
VEGETABLE 
OIL 
-· 
---
·-·  --- ----· .. -
-----------
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OTHER 
PRODUCTS 
---------·----
------·---- . 
--·- --
.... - ------ ···-·-------
----·-----------· 
------ ----------
--- ----------·----------- ------· ---- --------------
-------- ---- ---·-anr-- T.rr4o·--'---·---·---
TOTAL  ALLOCATION  23.500 
---·-
RECIPIENT  COUNTRY  CEREALS  CEREALS  MILK  BUTTER  VEGETABLE  OTHER 
I.E.F.R.  POWDER  OIL  OIL  PRODUCTS 
ALGERIA  100 
ANGOLA  10.770  250  200 
CHILI  200 
CIS  JORDAN/GAZA  1.096 
ETHIOPIA  13.435  350 
HONDURAS  100  - --
ISRAEL  1.096 
KENYA  20  -
LEBANON  580 
MOZAMBIQUE  _____ j_.  35.6..  .  - 200 
NICARAGUA  --~_.397  280  100  180 
PERU  70 
SALVADOR 
... 
~---·---···. ·- ..  ---- -·- ·-- -------···. -- .. -····- ..... 
-----~20  200  --·-----· 
SUDAN  .. --- -~~~§.Q_  100  150  -·  UGANDA  30  70 
URUGUAY  1-·  20 
--
TOTAL  ALLOCATION  40.000  720  800  ___ ---r:ioo- ---·--·------
------·-·  --·-.. 
,Table  4a 
fC  EHf.AGENCY  f'OOO  .\Ill  ALLOCAJIONS  :  BY  l•rNEf'ICtARY 
1986  PAOGWAHHE 
.. 
_IJIJI\NIITtf!:  lin  llllltl,.'o)  .. 
I loiiUI!It/ 
Ot~r.. i '• i uu  C  i rc;um-
tJkt-:Ail i/A II  ON  ~  5MI' 
J);,tc•  '-'I ,tnc~~  vit  rlun-vit  Butteroil 
SUB-~AHARAM AFRICA  ~  ~ 
I 
4,ooo1 
O"ots~o~ana  I  6.6  Drought  400  - ·-
I 
Ethiopia  NGO  I 2. 5  Drought  2, 7t,o  170  - -
fthiopu  NGO  \•o. 1  Drought  '0,000  - - -
Madagd~t'Jr. NGO  2.5  Cyclone  200  100  - -
~alawi LICAOSS:28.11  Refugees  3,500  - - -
SudJn  NGO  I 12.5  Drought 
I  5,0001  - - -
MEOI  TE~RMIEAN !  ~ 
4,500  ~ 
I 
.\l ']erie  I  CAC  !  30.4  Refugees  - - - -
F.gypte  : 30.12  Drought  - - 4,000  -
I. i ban  U~l~YA  : 23.10  Conflict  1,370  .  - ·- -
i 
I 
LibJn  16.12  Conflict  5,000  - - -
Syrie  jJo.s  Drought  5,000  - - 400 
I 
Tu.,;.; itt  !22.'·  llrought  5,u00  - - -
i 
l 
Lt·ll.:  ... !'fR!(f, 
!  2r,u 
i 
I 
i 
H  Salvador  16.6  Contl ict  - - - -
..  LICPOSS  j17..11  EarthquaJr.e  250  - - -
,'\:itA  66,500 ~  .L..i2Q 
China  i 13.8  Cyclone  27,000  - - .. 
kal'lpuchea  2.5  Conflict  - - -
4 
tlepal  23.9  Drought  5,000  - - -
Pakistan  UNHCR  5.9  Refugees  - 2,500  - 1,  $"!) 
'  ?hilippines  IGRC28.~  Conflict  - - - -
..  NGO  27.5  COthed  3,000  ·- - ·-
Thailand  UNifCR  20.2  Refugees  15,000  - - - ..  "  22.12  "  15,000  - - -
Vietnam  NGO  24.10  Typhoon  1,50C  ·- - -
UNifCR  ..llQ. 
:'it'•ico,rr-an, 
Honduras 
,\Nl 
Ethiopia  5.9  Refugees  - 350  - -
TOTAL  18,560  8,020  1,900 
All  det  ~~red FAO,  e~cept Egypt  delivered  FOB 
T :  Purch~sed under  triangular operations 
R  :  "ririne  lactee• 
~ 
·-~~''·' VAl Ill  f tlmu•;,unl  I I II) 
~.n..!..!  Sugar <••••••I'""  I••  lvo  ~ugar  ~·•••oort' 
.L..ill.  1.0L  lL1u 
- - 614  422  - - - 676 
- - 420  179.  - - - 432 
- - .3,070  .  - - ."',JIUQ 
- - 30  105  - - - 59 
- - 537  - - - - 490 
- - 167  - - - .  700 
.!QQ.  2,511  4,105  ill 1.!2.  .L1li 
100  - - - - 110  - 21 
- - - 3,7 38  - - - it  c 160 
- - 210  - - - -I 
191 
- - 767  - - - - 700 
! 
- - 767  1.67  853  - -i 
973 
- - 767  .  - - 7CIJ 
I 
i  S:tD  1.!l  .llQ_  ~:.1-
I 
4001  -.  - - - 440  - I  84 
100  - 38  - - 110  - 56 
.10D  10,200 2,643 .3,201  11[  till uu.u. 
- - 4,144  - - - - .3,780 
·- (16RU  - - - - (45)  3 
- - 767  - - - 700 
- - - 2,643  3,201  - - 1,205 
500  - - - ..  550  - 105 
- - 460  .  - - .  420 
- - 2,302  .  - - -r·oo  - - 2,302  - - - •  2,100 
- - 230  - - - - 210 
1,000  ~  .E.Q..  ·'  , 1  00  .!1..1  .!..Q!_ 
I 
1,000  500  - .370  - 1,100  l 
1531  406 
2,100  500  18,19217, 9 2 t,  a  5 'f2, l,  0 l  ~:  ;jzo,oo~ 
-· 
-
TOlAl 
~ 
1,712 
1,031 
'),8111 
1<12 
1,0.?7 
1,t.67 
~~::!:.. 
131 
4,8?~ 
:.c1 
1,:.::. 
3,06[1 
l,.•.o7 
~ 
11~. 
5 z  .. 
20!.. 
27,"267 
7,924 
t.8 
1,t.67 
7,049 
655 
i!P!l 
t.,t.OZ 
4,40l 
440 
~ 
I 
zp•J 
~2,747! 
j 
)G EC  EMERGENCY  FOOQ  AID  ALLOCATIONS  BY  FACTORS 
1996  PROGRAMME 
I 
QUANTITIES  (in  tonnes>  VALUE 
I  Factors 
Cin  thousand : 
ECU> 
Cereals  SHP  BO  vo  Sugar  RL 
• 
0\sasters  28,950  100  - 100  - - 7,727 
Drought  46,740  5,070  400  - - - 9,761 
Conflict/ 
Refugees  39,970  2,950  1,500  2,000  500  16  14,730 
j 
Other  3,000  - - - - - 460 
. TOT!\L  II  0, ')60  n,0'20  1.  ~00  /. ' 1  ('Q  500  1t)  3 2 •.  .r. 7!1 
l  - --------•.. l 
Table  4c 
EC  EMERGENCY  FOOD  AID  ALLOCATIONS:  BY  CHANNEL 
1996  PROGRAMME 
QUANTITIES  (in tonnes)  VALUE 
<in  thousand 
ECU 
Channel  Cereals  SHP  BO  vo  Sugar  RL 
DIRECT  31 '000  4,900  400  400  - - 13,746 
INDIRECT  87,560  3.120  1 '500  1 t 700  500  16  1 9'  932 
of which: 
- NGOs  32,440  270  - - - 16  5,306 
- UNHCR  30,000  2,850  1 t 500  1,000  500  - 12 '071 
- Other  5,120  - - 700  I  - - 1,555 
! 
TOTAL  118,560  8,020  1.  900  2.1 00·.  500  16  32,678 
·) ' 
I 
I 
TRIANGUlAR  OPF.RATJONS 
Purchases by  lhe  F.C  Commission or  Food  Aid  From  And  For  Developing Countries  (1) 
I 986  PnOCHAMHI~ 
Beneficiary  Product  Quantity  Origi~  Decision  Delivery  Delivery  Total  !YDe  of  Aid l 
~  (Lonnes}  date  dale  terms 
TI986)  (month/year  '000  ECU  ~ 
SAil~ 
Cabo  Verde  white  maize  9,000  Zimbabwe  10.2  7/86  CIF  ~,568.6 
Cabo  V'erde  beans  2,000  senegal  10.2  2-3/86  CIF  ~.232.6 
HORN  Or  ArR 
Djibouti  lentils  200  China  3.7  10/86  CIF  8 4. l 
f.thiopia  white  sorghum  20,000  Sudan  10.2  9/86  CIF  4,463.7 
Somalia  white  mai:Le  ·1, )00  Zimbabwe  10.12  S-6/07  J::x-qua~  572.6 
Sudan  white  maize  s,ooo  Kenya  12.5  2/87  FAD  1,896.) 
:·.•rrr;w:  I  I•Fi? 
I 
/,nrJO l a  \oih i  tl~  llldi;:e  tiJ,UGO  Zimb.:sbw~  10.7  4/87  t::x-quay  1,309.'/ 
Aotswana  white  maize  ·1, 000  Zimbab~.~c  6.6  12/86  FAD  480.0 
Lesotho  whit~ maize  2,000  Zimbabwe  27.10  5/87  FAD  279.9 
Mozambique  white  maize  LB,OOO  Zimbabwe  24.4  9/86  CIF  2,286.0 
Mozambique  beans  2,000  Kenya  24.4  9/96  CIF  872.0 
Hozambi 1ue  white  maize  LO,OOO  Zimbabwe  27.10  4/87  Ex-quay  1,350.0 
Mo~amblque  beans  2,000  Kenya  27.10  4/87  Ex-quay  779.4 
LATIN  ANER!CJ\ 
El  Salvador  1.::::. 
oi 1  400  Hondura~  17.6  12/86  fAD  324.0 
~llcar~gua  mdi;:c  5,000  Z  i mbd  bw(~  18.7  J/87  Ex-quay  694.9 
Nicaragua  beans  3,500  Argentina  19.7  12/86  Ex-quay  1,778.0 
19,971.8 
(1)  Excludes  most  normal  indirect  food  aid  purchases  (by  the  International Organizations or 
Cebemo/Euronaid  for  NCOs). 
l>i rect 
Oi rect 
ll i rect 
l~i rect 
UNIICH 
f)~fi'tm-UK 
Em,.r~E'ncy 
ll i reel 
E:rnergency 
Direct 
Direct 
l.'i rect 
Direct 
l'i rect 
Emergency 
Direct 
Direct Taole  Sb 
Table  5c 
TRIANGULAR  OPERATIONS 
PRODUCTS  BY  COUNTRY  Of  ORIGIN  1Il 
1986  PROGRAMME 
ARGENTINA  3,500 
CHINA  200 
HONDURAS  400 
KENYA  5,000 
4,000 
SENEGAL  2,000 
SUDAN  29,000 
ZIMBABWE  62,300 
TRIANGULAR  OPERATIONS 
TOTAL  QUANTITIES  BY  PRODUCT 
1986  PROGRAMME 
tJhite  Maize 
Sorghum 
Beans 
Palm  Oil 
Lentils 
67,300 
20,000 
9,500 
400 
200 
Beans 
Lentils 
Palm  Oil 
Uhite maize 
Beans 
Beans  <"Niebe") 
Sorghum 
White  maize 
• A N N E X 
OPERATION  ELQQU ll  <1978-85) 
Introduction 
By  far  the  largest development  project assisted  by  EC 
food  aid has  been  the development of  the  Indian dairy  industry. 
"Operation  Flood"  <OF>  was  started  in  1970,  with  the  EC 
contributing  dairy  aid  totalling  124,000t  SHP  and  40,000t 
butteroil,  via  the  WFP,  until  the  end  of  OF  Phase  I  in  1977.  The 
aim  QE  I  was  to create  the basic  infrastructure  necessary  to 
provide  dom~sticelly  produced  milk,  collected  from  producer 
cooperatives,  to  the  four  metropolitan  cities  of  Bombay, 
Calcutta.  Delhi  and  Hadras.  The  EC  SHP  and  BO  were  mixed  with 
locally  produced  raw  milk  and  the  reconstituted  liquid milk  was 
sold  on  the  urban  markets.  The  CPF  generated were  invested  in 
improving dairy  inputs and  infrastructure. 
OF  Phase  II  <1978-85)  intended  to  extend  these activities· 
throughout  India  by  setting up  producer cooperatives  in  each 
state.  Ho~ever,  before  launching  into a  discussion of  OF  II,  a 
quick  look at  the  structure of  the  Indian dairy sector will  help 
to put  OF  II's aims  and  achievements  into clearer perspective. 
The  main  objectives  in  cattle raising  in  India  are 
draught-power  and  the  production of dung  for  fuel,  with  that of 
milk  for  family  consumption  as  a  secondary  aim.  This subordinate 
position  of  milk production  is common  to most  LDCs,  but  what 
distinguishes  India  from  other LDCs  is that  the  consumptiQn  of 
milk  and  milk products  is traditional  and  widespread among  all 
population  groups.  Unfortunately,  in  the  years  since 
Independence,  the  increase  in demand  has  increasingly outstripped 
production  for  three  reasons:  the  high  rate  of  population 
growth,  increasing urbanisation,  with  fewer  consumers  possessing 
their own  means  of producing milk,  and  the high  income  elasticity 
of  demand  for  milk  products,  especially  among  low  income 
population  groups.~  On  the  other hand,  until at least 1970,  milk 
production  expanded  only  very  slowly,  even  stagnating  in  some 
States. 
*  That  is,  as  their income  rises,  they spend  a  more  than 
proportionate  amount  on  milk products. 
1. Indian  dairy  production  has  the  following 
characteristics:  C1)  Host  milk-producing animals  (cows  and 
buffaloes>  are  owned  by  small  farmers  (51~) or landless peasants 
C21~>.  and  each  owner  rarely possesses more  than  1 or 2  head  of 
cattle.  · (2)  The  animals  can  survive on  a  very  poor  diet. 
However,  as  buffaloes usually yield greater quantities of  milk 
than  cows  in similar circumstances,  they produce  two-thirds  of 
Indian  milk.  (3)  Production varies sharply between  regions, 
seasons  and  years;  aggregate  supply can  fluctuate by  30X  to  50~ 
bet~aJeen  lean  and  flush  seasons.  ( 4)  Prices  fluctuate 
accordingly,  sometimes  disporportionately,  in  regions  where 
producers depend  on  middlemen  to purchase  their production.  (5) 
Middlemen,  rather  than Government  - or State owned  or cooperative 
plants,  dominate  the marketing of  liquid milk. 
3  Ob1ectivea  and  Overall  AchieyPments 
Ope~ation  Flood  II  had  ambitious  objectives:  on  the 
supply  side it aimed  at improving  the standard of living  of  no 
less  than  10  million  milk  producers  in  6  to  7  years,  by 
establishing  both producer cooperatives  for  processing  capacity 
and  creating  a  supply of dAiry production  inputs  thro~gh  ~PF 
milk  distribution  netttJ0t'k  covering  142  cities with  mor·e 
100,000  inhabitants,  thereby raising the nutritional well 
of  the  Indian urban  population. 
than 
being 
Total  cost  was  estimated at US$  550  million,  to  be 
financed  by  dairy products donations  <49%),  World  Bank  IDA  "soft" 
loans  (36%)  and  reflows  from  OF  I  (15%). 
EC  aid  took  the  form  of  supplying  the  required  dairy 
products directly.  Following an  official request by  the  Indian 
Government  the  Commission's  proposal  was  supported  by  a 
Resolution of  the European  Parliament and  adopted by  the  Council 
in  April,  1978.  Community  food  aid was  provisionally fixed at 
186,000t  SMP  and  76,000t  BO  over the period 1978-85,  with annual 
allocations subject,  as  usual,  to Food  Aid  Committee  approval. 
The  dairy aid was  intended mainly  to  expand  the market  for  milk 
and  milk  products  by  ensuring supplies of reconstituted  liquid 
milk during  lean seasons and  by  generating CPF  for  investment  in 
dairy  infrastructure.  Other  (minor>  uses of the dairy aid were 
Cal  to  help  fill  the  gap  between  domestic  production  and 
consumption of edible oil,  with some  butteroil sold in the  form 
of  "ghee"  end  (bl  to manufacture,  together with  cereals  and 
sugar,  infant  food  for free distribution to vulnerable groups. 
It  should  be  added  that because  of  the  Indian  Government's 
restrictive  commercial  import  programme  (for balance-of-payments 
reasons>,  permitted  imports of dairy products were  small,  making 
dairy  aid  all  the  more  necessary  for  the  successful 
implementation of  OF  II. 
2. 3. 
The  following allocations were  made  by  the  EC: 
Table  1 
Year  SliP  Butteroil  Value,  including transport 
(t)  Ct>  Cat  world  prices,  HECU 
1979  31 '000  12,700  30.4 
1979  31 '000  12,700  33.4 
1930  31  1000  12,700  36.1 
1981  36,000  12,700  72.3 
1992  31 '000  12,700  64.6 
1983  35,000  11 '200  64.1* 
1984  27,000  7,000  52.8* 
1985  20,000  5,000  35.9 
I  IOIAL  242,000  86,000  389.6 
*includes soot and  l,OOOt  vegetable oil respectively 
Compared  with  the original  estimate,  30%  more  SHP  and  14%  more 
butteroil  were  supplied,  because  OF  II  requirements  proved 
greater  than  expected  and  sufficient reserves were  available  in 
the  EC  Budget.  At  world prices total quantities were  worth about 
390  HECU,  while at the  Indian Dairy Corporation  internal selling 
prices,  EC  food  aid constituted 60X  of  OF  II  funds. 
OF  II did not fully reach its objectives,  even after they 
had  been  scaled  down  following  a  World  Bank  Report  in  1979. 
Nevertheless,  its  success  in almost quadrupling the number  of 
cooperatives  and  their members,  as well  as  milk output  through 
these  organizations,  in  only  7  years:  may  be  considered  a 
remarkable  achievement  in view of the delays  in  starting  the 
project  in  several  Indian  States.  It  is  therefore  worth 
examining  the  structure and  organization of  the project in  some 
detail. 4  1M Operation El22d. ll HQs1d 
The  organizational  model  for  Of  II  ~as not  ne~ to  India, 
being based on  the  "Anand  Hodel",  a  milk producers'  cooperative 
set  up  in  the  Kaira  District  of  Gujerat,  shortly  after 
Independence.  The  cooperative  was  established by  small  milk 
producers  ~ishing to  lessen  their dependence  on  middlemen,  in 
order to supply directly the  local modern  (private)  dairy.  After 
a  short  while,  the  cooperative  set  up  its  own  industrial 
processing  facilities with  the  help  of  top political leaders  and 
well-trained,  top  level  management. 
The  problem  of  seasonal  milk production  variation  was 
solved  by  processing surplus milk  in  the  flush  season  into  SHP 
and  BO  and  storing  these  for  recombination  back  into liquid milk 
during  the  lean season.  By  involving directly a  large number  of 
milk producers,  the  cooperative organized not only  the production 
and marketing of milk  and  milk products,  but also  the  provision 
of  inputs such  as  improved  fodder,  veterinary services,  etc. 
'i he  /.r.cw J  n1od•!l  eV\..l l '· '.:d  over- the  Y·~nr·s  into a  3-tier·ed 
pyramidal  structure:  Cl>  the Village Cooperative,  whose  members 
agreed to market all surplus  (non  auto-consumed)  milk  through  it: 
(2)  the District Cooperatives'  Union  for collecting,  processing 
and  marketing  the  cooperatives'  mtlk;  end  (3)  the  State 
Cooperatives'  Federation,  for  setting up  the cooperatives  and 
providing  them  with  inputs  and  technical  and  marketing  services. 
Distinguishing  features  of  the  Anand-type  cooperatives are  that 
their  membership  is open  to  all milk  producers,  whatever  their 
caste or economic  status,  and  their democratic voting system  (one 
person- one  vote). 
4.2  ~  Indian States. ~  ~  and  the ~ 
India  is  a  federal  country,  in which  the planning  and 
implementation  of  rural  sector policies falls  to  the  respective 
States.  However,  the  Central  Government  allocates  all 
development resources,  both domestic  and  foreign,  essentially as 
loans.  OF  enjoys  the  status  of  a  "project  of  national 
importance",  which,  among  other advantages,  allows it  to  be 
funded  wholly  through  foreign  aid.  The  States are  individually 
responsible for dairy legislation and,  above all,  the fixing of 
prices.  they  also guarantee  loans granted by  the  Indian  Dairy 
Corporation  CIDC>  to  their cooperatives. 
The  National  Dairy  Development  Board  CNDDB)  was 
established  in 1965  to provide technical  advice  and  services  to 
state agencies,  cooperatives and  private firms dealing with milk 
production,  processing and  marketing.  In practice,  its actions 
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have  ranged  from  drawing  up  the initial OF  Plans  and  assisting 
States  in drafting their dairy plans.  to  training staff for and 
providing  technical  assistance  to  cooperatives,  constructing 
dairy plants,  R & D in dairy production,  etc. 
Finally,  the  Indian  Dairy Corporation,  established .for OF 
I  in  1970,  operates  as  a  specialist  investment bank  in the dairy 
sector,  drawing  on  both domestic  end  foreign  resources,  financial 
and  material.  It  awards  low-interest  loans as well  as  'a  few 
outright grants,  to various projects;  it also receives directly 
and  markets  food  aid  in dairy products for  India together  ~ith 
domestic  SHP  production.  The  CPF  generated are  ploughed  ·back 
into  the  fund  for  loans  to  cooperatives  and  enterprises directly 
owned  by  IDC  and  managed  by  NDDB. 
Thus  the  NDDB  helps  planning  and  provides  technical 
assistance,  the  IDC  allocates funds  for  investment and  working 
capital  and  the  State  creates  the  legislative  framework, 
including  the  setting of prices  . 
. 4.3  ~Cooperatives 
Cooperatives  are  the backbone  of OF.  If they did  not 
cn1.lr:-··t  r.d 1!t  tsit:~  ~ d:,?,  ncrl~~  ~"f  th·:.  rlbov~  Q("~~~nizfltirJns  wo~.!1.J 
n  ~· ·::·-.l  t.-~~  ~.  "-~  ~.~ t.,  nor  could  the  so  phi:.; t lcatPd  ''tla tionA!  iiilk Grid,.. 
!he  number  of  cooperatives  and  their members  rapidly  increased 
during  OF  II,  quadrupling  in  7  years. 
Table  2 
5. 
' 
Operation  Flood  II  1978/79•  I 
1985/861 
1 •  Number  of cooperatives  (functional>  10,589  41,035 
2.  Number  of members  1 f 212 '550  4,523,910 
3.  Average  number  of members/coop  114  110 
Procurements per day: 
4.  flush season  average  2,693,000 L  10,260,000 L 
5.  year round  average  2,006,000  L  7,475,000 L 
6.  average/coop  <5.  ~  1 • )  189  L  182  L 
f7.  average/ member  <S.;  2.)  1 .65 L  1. 65  L 
I 
l 
*  Include  12  IDA  Projects 
eoyr~~=  Cingolani Report  on  OF  II  Glf the  many  roles ·of the cooperatives will  be  discussed  in  the 
following sections. 
5  Operation [lQQd ~  Procurement  gnd Distribution System 
The  producers  Cusually women)  carry their milk  surpluses 
to  the  village collection centre operated by  the  cooperative, 
~here  the  milk  is  coll~cted twice  a  day  and  taken  to  the  local 
chilling  centre.  Bulk  milk  tankers  then  transport it  to  the 
processing  plant  for pasteurisation and  subsequently  milk  is 
distributed  in urban  centres  . 
. 5.1  Procurement 
Procurement  of  fresh milk  through QF  II cooperatives has 
gr~9tly increased  from  an  average  2  million litres/day in  1978/79 
to 7.5 million  in  1985/86  from  some  4.5 million producers.  The 
State  of Gujerat,  where  OF  I  originated,  remains  the  largest 
single  contributor;  supplies  gre~ at almost  9~  p.a.  1983/86. 
All  milk  offered  to  the  collection centre  is  accepted,  thus 
guaranteeing producer  independence  from  middlemen,  especially in 
th("!  fl!t?h  ~'-!·~~0n  '·'''"""  th,  lr,tt<:r  tr·?dtti0n~11v  10l1'~'·  t~'"'lr 
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for  fat content,  and  pay  a  corresponding base price  regularly, 
often even  twice  a  day.  Final price adjustments are made  at the 
end  of  the year.  Since all Indians boil milk before use,  taste 
is  not  as  important  a  factor  as  in  the  West.  Given  the 
multiplicity  in  types  of  milk  (5 main  ones>  and  the  federal 
system  of  government,  local  producer prices are fixed  by  State 
authorities  and  District  Unions.  However,  they  are  often 
determined  by  demand  and  the availability of sale outlets and  few 
States  pursue  deliberate  <rigid)  pricing  policies.  Some 
observers have  pointed out  that producer prices rarely cover  the 
costs of production i.e.  of keeping a  cow  or buffalo;  however, 
as  these  animals  are  kept  mainly  for  draught  power,  milk 
production  does not necessarily have  to cover its cost.  It  is 
also  interesting  to note  that "real" milk producer prices  fell 
from  1970/71  to 1984/85,  that is,  nominal  milk prices increased 
less  than all commodities'  prices: 
6. 
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7. 
Annual  rate of price  increases  1970/71  - 1984/95 
Hilk  7.3~ 
•  I  .. 
All  Commodities  9.1% 
Food  Commodities  I  9.1'-
I 
Cereals  6.6Y. 
I 
This  indicates  that  the  incentives to joining the  cooperatives 
were  net merely  prices per se,  but also  their  stability,  the 
guaranteed  collection  of  all  surplus  milk,  input  services 
available to members  etc. 
5.2  Processing and  Distribution 
Although  procurement has  r@echP.d  ovP.~ 7.5 million litres 
!  I.  '  . ,  .  \  ·-
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other  hand,  OF  II does  account  for much  of  the  processed  milk 
production.  An  encouraging spin-off effect of  OF  has  been  the 
increase  in domestic  manufacturers of dairy  equipment  from  15  in 
1970  to  140  in  1986,  who  now  account  for  over  90~  of  the 
construction  and  equipment  of plants.  Another positive  result 
has  been  that domestic  SHP  and  butteroil production are  almost 
sufficient  to  cover  lean  season requirements  in  a  number  of 
States,  thus  ensuring full  capacity use of plants all year round. 
From  1986,  the  IDC  introduced  a  new  policy  of  subsidising 
procurements of  internally-produced milk  powder  and  interest-free 
working  loan capital  for building up  stocks at the plant. 
Liquid  milk  is sold  in  a  number  of  ways  in  the  cities, 
via  retail outlets varying greatly in capacity and  opening hours 
and  with  packaging  varying  from  cartons  to  bottles  to  bulk 
vending  in large containers.  The  latter are used  in large cities 
to  eliminate  the  need  for  packaging,  which  is  a  significant 
factor  in operating costs.  Outlets which still do  not  possess 
refigerated  capacity usually sell milk only  in the early hours 
of the morning,  i.e.  before 7:30am. 
Thus  availability to consumers  and  consumer  prices  may 
vary  greatly between cities,  because types of milk  and  forms  of 
sale differ greatly.  However,  despite the continuing role of  the 
middleman,  the  increased urban  supply of liquid milk due  to  OF 
trade  and  its falling real price have  significantly  benefitted 
the  lowest  income  groups.  These  groups do  not  consume  a  large proportion  of  total milk sold,  so  that  price  increases  have 
relatively  little effect on  overall milk  consumption.  However, 
due  to  their  high price elasticity of  demand  for  milk,  the 
poorest sections of  the population quicky  drop out of the  market 
when  real  prices  rise,  thus  creating  a  considerable 
distributional  impact.  This political element  in consumer prices 
explains why  state authorities have  ensured their stability. 
t  One  remarkable  form  of  urban  supply  is the  National·  Hilk 
Grid  (NMG),  which  consists of  long-distance  inter-state  rail 
transport of  pasteurised milk  on  a  regular basis.  Liquid milk  is 
delivered  mostly  once  or  twice  a  day,  in broad  gauge  tankers of 
43,000  litres  from  11  regular  supply  regions  to  the  4 
metropolitan cities:  Calcutta,  <over  2  million litres per week>, 
Delhi  (1 .5 million litresl,  Bombay  (600,000  litres)  and  Hadras 
~100,000 1>.  In  1985/86,  the Calcutta Mother  Dairy depended  on 
the  National  Hilk  Grid  for  90%  of its liquid milk supplies,  the 
remainder  coming  from  surrounding Yest  Bengal;  milk procttred  in 
this  ~ay  account~d for  39Y.  of  total  milk marketed  in  Calcutta. 
Five of  the six  NMG  Calcutta suppliers are  located over 1,000 kms 
sway,  adding  considerably  to  the  Dairy's  transport costs,  which 
were  estimated  at  12  million Rupees  in  1985/86.  In  these 
circumstances  the  EC  and  other SHP  and  butteroil supplied by  the 
J.n~  '~~i 11  "··~rt'":d'~  +-hf":  cb.-,··~·,:.c::t  t::n'lt"C<='  ~f nd  J.t~  1!lltiJ.  t:h~  U~st  P~·''J·1 ~l 
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will depend mainly  on  an  increase  in local producer prices. 
5.3  Yields  ftlld  Extension Services 
Increased  procurement  was  due  to  the  greatly  increased 
number  of  new  cooperatives rather than  to  increased milk yields. 
The  main  reason  for  low  yield per milk  animal  was  the  slow  growth 
in  necessary extension services end  fodder  production,  compared 
with  the  growth of  procurement or cooperatives. 
Input/extension  services were  the responsibility of  the 
District  Unions  end their operating costs were  met  partially  by 
charging a  small  amount  per litre of milk procured,  the  remainder 
of  the deficits being  funded  by  the  !DC.  The  services  included: 
cattle  feed/fodder  production,  veterinary  services,  cross-
b~eeding servi~~s,  R~D and  agricultural  training.  In  some  cases, 
especially  where  producer  prices  were  low,  it  was  the 
availability of  these services that  induced producers  to join the 
cooperative.  Of  the  inputs provided,  veterinary services proved 
most  popular and  were  available  in  27,000 Districts in  1985/86, 
an  impressive  figure.  As  regards cattle feed,  only about half of 
potential  demand  was  being satisfied,  of which  as little as  104 
was  produced  by  the organized sector.  This  last  figure  was 
increasing  but  capacity  utilisation  remained  low  in  modern 
plants.  Cross-breeding  and  artificial  insemination  began  in 
earnest  only  recently,  with  20~ of  Districts  offering  such 
services.  lhe  emphasis  was  increasingly on  using  indigenous 
cattle  only  and  upgrading buffaloes,  whose  milk  yields  are, 
ceteris  paribus,  higher  than  cows'  and  who  outnumber  cows  in 
B. 
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India  by  4  to  1.  In general,  however,  the poor  or  variable 
quality  of  extension  and  input services was  a  disappointment 
under  both  OF  I  and  OF  II.  They  are  therefore on  a  priority list 
for  emphasis  in possible future Phases of  OF • 
.  5.~  ~gad  Efficiency 
As  elsewhere  in  the  world,  the major operating cost  in 
the  Of  dairy  industry remained  that of  milk collection,  although 
some  of  the  larger established cooperatives had · been  able  to 
reduce  collection costs  in  recent years of·oF II.  In additiori, 
the  Dairies  of  the  4  cities supplied by  NHG  had  high  total 
transport costs. 
At  one  time  capacity use of processing plants had  been 
low,  but  this changed dramatically  in the  1994/95  and  1985/96 
flush  seasons,  when  procurement rose  respectively by  25~ and  29~ 
on  previous years.  In  6  states plants could not absorb all the 
quantities collected  <between  1  and  1.6 million litres/day)  and  a 
number  of  "milk holidays"  were declared.  On  a  national  basis  C22 
States>,  capacity  use  in  the  flush  season  had  risen  to  91~ 
(January,  1995)  and  104~ (January,  1986)  for liquid milk plants, 
while  that  for  milk  powder plants had  ris~n  to  61X  and  77~ 
r~~r:·'"!<:"ti·:~:t~J.  Jndj_,q  in  1'7P0  ··.'1.fl  t.hr:·rcfor·,  rrndqcil;;!  ~::t.l:'fici·  .... p': 
..:iq ...  ~~ti.lt:  :.  ,_,£  Ht!P  nnd  but;t.;r·rJ..il  to  b.::iJ.Je  th~  gc:=p  in  lean 
seasons,  thus  reaching one  of  the  goals of  Operation Flood. 
The  efficiency  of  cooperatives varied according  to  a 
number  of factors,  including  time  since establishment,  management 
quality  and  policies  planned  and  implemented  by  the  State 
authorities.  Profits  were  highest  Cor  losses lowest)  in  areas 
which  had already benefitted under  OF  I,  not simply because  the 
infrastructure  was  already  in place for  OF  II,  but also because 
it  was  in  these  OF  I  areas  that  the  conditions  were  most 
favourable  to  dairy  development.  In  general,  most  OF  II 
activities broke  even or showed  persistent annual  losses,  due  to 
the  high  costs  of  raw  materials  and  operations  and  despite 
increasing  incomes  for most  Unions  and  cooperatives.  Efficiency 
achieved  across  India  therefore  ranged  from  very  good  to 
disappointing. 
9. 10. 
6  Results 
Table  3 
Tarqets and  Achievements of  OF  II: 
I 
I 
Original  1978  World  Bank  Achieve- Achieve-
target  appraisal  report ments  at  ments  as  % 
targets  Sept.85+  of  ( 1)  of  (2) 
( 1 )  (2) 
I 
I 
1. Number  of  I 
I  I  39,490  cooperatives!  30,000  27,743  132  142 
:  I 
2.Number·of 
households 
\  10,200,000  Ls.ooo,ooo 
I  13' 995,000 .  39  89 
I 
I  ! 
I 
l.Av.  procure-
I 
I 
ment* 
!  1 B. 3  I  10.7  5.~  31  i 
4. nur-el  P!'O-
cessing 
capacity*  14  8.0  9.5  68 
5.Urban 
I  marketing*  12.4  10.8  5.0  40  I 
I 
•  million litres per day 
+  see also Table 0.2 
As  noted earlier,  the original  OF  II plan targets  were 
too  ambitious,  except for  the number  of cooperatives,  and  even 
the scaled down  targets set following  the World  Bank  Report  were 
too optimistic  in many  respects ..  However,  the project should not 
be  judged only  in  terms of paper plans;  it is more  instructive 
t~  look et actual quantitative and qualitative achievements  for 
the five targets in the table above. 
As  already stated,  the number  of  cooperatives  created 
largely exceeded both targets,  quadrupling during  OF  II.  (Table 
2).  Two  points should be  borne  in mind  in connection with OF 
cooperatives: 
(1)  They  had  strong  socio-political,  as  well 
elements,  at  least  for  the State  authorities:  a 
breaks  down  some  caste barriers and  frees producers 
dependence  on  middlemen. 
as  economic 
cooperative 
from  their 
~1 
119 
46 
1 
; 
l l 
f 
(2)  Their establishment was  strongly contested by  the  private 
dairy  industry.  However,  since  the demand  for milk  continued  to 
rise rapidly,  in practice  the public  sector complemented.  rather 
than substituted for,  the private sector. 
· An  im?ortent  aspect  of  OF  grass-roots  implementation  · 
which  tends  to  be  forgotten all  too easily,  is that it is mostly 
women  who  milk  the  animals  and  carry  the  surplus  to  the 
cooperative  collection  centre.  Yet  very  few  women  are  on 
management  committees of  the  cooperatives,  let alone  on  those of 
the  District Unions  or State Federations.  This  implies a  break 
in  the  feedback  of  information  to  those with  the power  to  modify 
local  OF  policy,  especially in  the  p~ovision of  input services. 
As  compared  with  the original  OF  II  targets,  the rise in 
the  numb2r  of  households  was  disappointing.  However,  the  WB 
targets were  90~ fulfilled by  September 1995  and  fully reached  in 
mid-1996.  The  original  10 million households  targetted  would 
have  equalled  the  population of France or the  UK,  so  that  the 
370~ rise  in members  over  7  years can  be  considered a  remarkable 
achievement,  whatever  the  target.  .In qualitative  terms,  the 
emphasis,  as  planned,  has  been  on  the  small  producers:  of  the  4 
1/2  million households  in  1986,  21X  had  no  land and  another  66~ 
ot,med  less than  4  hectnr.P.s.  Almost  thr~~ q11arters  of  -·m«.!mber~ 
-I  ,·.  •  .  ·  ... 
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National  production  of  SHP  and  butteroil  could  not 
provide sufficient quantities to bridge  the  gap  between  lean  and 
flush  seasons,  in  the dairy plants,  that is,  ensure capacity use 
all year round.  However,  subsidies would still be required for 
recombination  and  even  then  the  increasing demand  for milk is not 
being satisfied.  However,  as  in all aspects of OF,  one  should be 
wary  of  generalising  on  the  basis  of  national  statistics; 
processing  capacity  and  its use vary greatly  between  States, 
although  quality is believed  to  be  good  or satisfactory for  the 
most  part.  Thus,  in  some  traditional  milk  surplus  States, 
capacity  was  strained during  the flush  season  towards  the  end  of 
Of  11,  leading  to  "milk holidays''  which  are uneconomic.  On  the 
other  hand,  in  other States where  cooperatives  were  recently 
established  the capital-output ratio was  high,  also  leading  to 
economic  inefficiency. 
Despite  increases  in OF  marketing,  the modern  organized 
dairy  sector controls only  11X  of total  Indian milk  production, 
of  which  5-6~ is marketed as  liquid pasteurised milk.  On  the 
other  hand,  OF  producers now  supply almost  50,.  of  the  4  metro 
cities'  liquid milk market,  a  main  objective of  OF  I  which  was 
extended  to  OF  II.  Overall,  the  traditional  raw  milk  trade 
still  has  the  largest share of  liquid milk marketing,  but  this 
should not  be  taken as a  sign of  OF  failure.  In the first place, 
middlemen  frequently  supply areas which  a  cooperative with its 
11. large  fixed  costs could not afford  to.  Secondly.  not only have 
total marketed milk quantities greatly increased,  but so has  the 
share  of  OF  in  these quantities.  It would  be  unrealistic  to 
expect  such  a  project  to  dominate  a  traditionally  strong 
middleman  market  within  a  few  years.  Indeed,  there  is  no 
-economic  reason why  the public and  private dairy sectors  cannot 
complement  each  other,  as  they do  in many  products  elsewhere. 
From  the  consumption  point  of  view,  OF's  activities  have 
substantially increased  the  supply of good  quality milk,  as well 
a3  maintaining producer prices for milk  and  increasing  producer 
incomes. 
As  for  the part played  by  EQ ~  product aid,  this was 
successful  in filling seasonal  gaps  and  generating  counterpart 
funds  for  investment  purposes.  OF  II  funds  financed  52  dairy 
plants,  11  chilling centreg  and  additional  storage capacity,  600 
road  tankers,  86  rail  tankers,  3  milk  packaging  factories,  3 
cattle feed  factories  and  an  animal  vaccine production unit.  The 
investments  in  "heavy"  infrastructure are  generally consider·ed  of 
good  quality,  while  extension  end  input services,  being smaller 
scale  projects  and  involving a  number  of different  parties  in 
planning  and  implementation,  still have  some  way  to go. 
All  rural  development  projects  operate  in  a  dynamic 
~nvi~onment and  consequently  resource  use,  timing and  even  final 
objectives  need  modifyirrg  throughout  the  period  of 
implementation.  This clearly applies  to  a  project which  covers a 
vast  country  like  India,  with  major  economic,  political, 
institutional  and  structural differences between  and  within  its 
22  states.  Since different degrees of project achievement  are 
inevitable,  the results of Operation Flood  II seem  all the  more 
noteworthy. 
One  constraint  was  time:  a  shift of  emphasis  in  the 
production  and  marketing of  a  traditional product like milk,  as 
well  as  laying down  basic  infrastructur~ takes more  than  7  short 
years.  It  was  not  simply  a  question of  encouraging production: 
it  ,,,~g  oft~n difficult to persuade  a  risk-averse small  producer 
to market his or her  surplus production - end  to do  so regularly. 
In addition,  OF  faced  strong opposition not only from  the private 
dairy  trade  but also from  traditional village  authorities  who 
(naturally>  objected to the disruption of their  long-established 
socio-economic  end  religious order.  These  factors caused delays 
in project  implementation and  should not be  forgotten. 
OFs  strengths lay  in  (1)  strong political support by  the 
Federal  Government  and State authorities,  as  ~ell  as  India's 
protectionism for  the  domestic  market,  (2)  the  widespread 
consumption of milk by ell population groups  and  ages,  (3)  having 
a  product  ~hich  could be  imported as  food  aid,  so  that  all 
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11 marketing of milk  could  be  carried out  by  the  same  structure,  (4) 
having  a  product which  could not be  stored by producers and  C5) 
making  use  of  food  aid  as  a  source  of  investment  for  a 
development project. 
~hile  one  should  not minimize  OF  II  difficulties  and 
unequal  degrees of achievement,  the project has  shown  that  food 
aid  ~  avoid  the  criticisms often  levelled at  it  (increasinq 
import dependency,  depressing  local  prices etc).,  and  be  fully 
integrated  into national  development  strategies. 
Indeed,  the  cooperative dairy sector can  now  be  used  as a 
foundation  for  further  integrated rural development projects  in 
India,  illustrating the multiplier pattern of  development. 
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